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Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, January

31,

Thomas Rosa Latham, Mtr
Lucia J. Kirkland, Mcintosh
Shelby William Vestal, Lucy
Jesse F. Heal, Lucy
Pedro Cigila, Torreón
William R. Ellison, Willard
James C. Bowden, Est
Eli G. Overstreet, Encino
Burley Burns, Mtr
Thomas R. Ketchersid, Ced'le
George W. Hanna. Willard
Arnold B. Brasswell, Willard
Andalecio Chavez, Tajique
Raymundo Chavez, Pinos Wis
Thomas Lockhart Pierce, Est
George Emmett Cross, Mclnli
Juan Pomuseno Valdez, Mtr
LeeG. Striegel, Mtr
Louis VicK, ProKressu
Jim F. Ireton, Cedarvale
Alfred R. Neighbors, Cedar' le
William Howard Sellers, Mtr
Robert Walter Tyson, Mtr
Forrest Lee Mason, Est
Macario Gabaldon, Torreón
Sylvester Peterson, Negra
Gilford Welch, Moriarty
Joseph T- Hamilton, Negra
Edward LeRoy Beaver, Corona
Santiago Silva Serna, Manzano
Raymund Gomez, Moriarty
Ross B. Plant, Willard
John T. Gay, Est
Roy E. Pyeatt, Pedernal
Pedro Antonio Ulibarri, Rayo
Giles G. Imboden, Mtr
Henry Kfrnpf, Mtr
Rosendo Bareln, Duran
Eron G. Braswell, Willard
Clarence E. Hosley, Wilhrd
CASSIFICATION OF
Robert L- - 3
Clifford C. Coffey, Mtr
Corona
Seserio M. Chavez, Pinos W'la
Orville Roy Kooken, Estancia
William Burton Thurber, East
D. Abel Lee, Mtr
Albert Roscue White,
view
Audey Guy Dodds, Mcintosh
William Ketchetsid, Cedarvale
Archie E. Vestal, Lucy
Conrad Riley,
John H. Cross, Estancia
Catarino Montano, Palma
Thomas Ross Latham, Mtr
Traucito Gurule, Mountainair
Manuel Brown, Mir
Bennie Logan, Dnian
Registrants for military serManuel Hernandez, Pinos Wells
Charlea F. McGinnis, Mtr
Henry Marvin Hayes, Est
vice have been classified by the
Clarence E. Stump, Mcintosh
Antonio J. Otero, Torreón
Juan E. Sisneros, Willard
local board as follows:
Aliceo Torrez, Mountainair
Vicente Escudero, Santa Fe
Leo Arthur Douglas, Est
Macedonia Bachicha, Chilili
(Moriarty)
CLASS I.
Hilario Muller, Moriarty
Calvin T. Daugherty, Willard
Elisio Aragón, Manzano
Ubedió Lucero, Moriarty
Andres Perea, Mtr
,
Keith McComb, Moriarty
Charles Muller, Moriarty
CLASS II,
Arthur Lee Lidzy, Mtr
Orvil Brown, Estancia
Salome Serna, Torreón
Omho Irvin, Moriarty
James A. Marble, Cedarvale
George W. Williams, Mtr
Frederico Sisneros, Mtr
George Milton Kaiser, Eastview
Homer D. McComb, Moriarty
Chavez Juan y Apodaca, Tor
Antonio Blea, Tajique
William
Fernand Hamilton,
Lee McCain, Scholle
reon
Hodge F. Pyeatt, Pedernal
Duran
Juan Jiron, Eastview
Antonio Saiz, Manzano
William L. Baker, Estancia
Jose A. Candelaria, Pinos
Charles Adcock, Mtr
James La vert Pearson, Lucy
Clarence Williams, Mtr
'
Wells
William H. Price, Estancia
Joel M. Shelton, Negra
Herman Harrin, Est
CLASS III.
Robert C. Ralston, Willard
Isedorio Lobato, Torreón
Charles Eloise Kaiser, East- Roland Harwell, Estancia
Casto Comer, Estancia
'
Cerrillos Ortega, Encino
view
Jose Manuel Baca, Mtr
Franklin C. Bowden, Estancia
Simon L. Hunter, Duran
Gerald Lee Hart, Cedarvale
IIughMcGuire Schafner, WilJim McDonald, Mtr
Ernest E. Daugherty, Willard Otto O- Collins, Progresso
lard
James C. Schnelle, Willard
Sam W. Schuessler, Mtr
Guy Peterson, Negra
William J. Wyatt, Willard
Jose L. Gonzales, Palma
Abnecio Gallegos, Torreón
Buchanan S. Bethel, Mtr
Marvin McKinley, Estancia
Rafael Garcia, Manzano
Jacobo Aguilar, Duran
Joseph House, Moriarty
Manuel Maestes, Quarai
A. F. Grimmell, Estancia
John Emanuel Warfel, Est
Herculaneo Gurule, Mtr
'Juan Jaramillo, Pinos Wells
Miguel Vigil, Torreón
Dare C.Scott, Willard
Elisha M. Shaw, Mtr
Antonio Perea, Torreón
William Albert Turner, Punta
James Carl Meeks, Mtr
Andres J. Schubert, Chilili
Creed Taylor Norman, McChalmers Reagan Riley, Est
Horace F. Bethel, Mountainair intosh
Leo P. Winkle, Duran
Emcy J. Seymour, Mtr
Roberto Chavez, Torreón
Manuel Lucero, Torreón
Benino Garcia, Enciao
Robert R. Ogilvie, Est
Henry V. Vaughn, Cedarvale
Ernest Walter McComas, Tor'n
William McKinley Crawford,
Evaristo Lueras, Torreón
Ramon Montano, Quarai
Jose B. Brazil, Willard
Estancia
Selter Nalton Hale, Quarai
Walter Ellison Tim.nons, Mc
Samuel Nugent Hayes, Mtr
' John H. Bigbee, Encino
Nathan S. Fulfer, Willard
intosh
Abran Sandoval, Encino
Elmus K. Chandler, Estancia
Richard R. Garner. Duran
Paul Bussell, Willard.
Daniel M. Dow, Willard
Frank Cicero Haynes, Mtr
Earl Adcock, Mtr
Albert Francis Hibler, Estancia
Moriarty
Juan
Garcia,
Eutemio Garcia, Torreón
Toribia Garcia, Willard
Ruben M. Spruill,
Jose Mi Sanchez, Tajique
Jose Gabaldon,
Joseph J. Casey, Pedarnarf
William C. Smith, .Cedarvale
Jesse Gray, Moriarty
Clemente Griego, Progresso
Hubert Richard, Corona
Mc
Barney Efford McHan,
Frank Kuhn, Encino
Jarnes W. Sawyer, Moriarty
Juan Albarado, Willard
intosh
Earl Albert Brown, Pedernal
Addie Thomalson, Mountainair
William H. McHan, Mcintosh
Ernest C. Chaddick, Moriarty (Quarai)
Luis R. Marsh, Moriarty
David Harlson Hawkins, Lucy
Raymundo Sedillo, Tajique
Bolton Claude Ware, Moriarty
This is all of class 1, 2 and 3 as
Gilbert Norris Tyson, Mtr
William E. Griffith, Cedarvale far as classified.
Condrey,
Jess
Mtr
At the time
Paulee Mashburn, Willard
Juan Archuleta, Torreón
J. R. Fulfer, Mountainair
this report was compiled thirty
William E. Rhodes, Progresso
William Earl Baldwin, Mtr
Fred Earler, Willard
or forty names had not yet been
Eddie Elliston, Willard
Fay Hodges, Moriarty
Francisco Martinez y Sanchez,
classified.
Clarence A. White, Est
Duran
Charles E. Vickery, Cedarvale
Nearly all the balance are
Howard R. Park, Est
Thomas A- Taul, Mountainair in class 4 just a few in class 5.
James Hogg Norman, Mcln'sh
Ervin B. Sharpless, Mtr
Ignacio Lopez, Manzano
Candelaria Serna, Torreón
Publication of the list will be
Antonio Chavez y Benavides,
B. Reeves, Moriarty
Caussey,
Louis
James
Wade
Est
continued next week.
Torreón
Luther Wood, Lucy
Jose Valerio, Palma
Next Monday physical exManuel Peña, Duran
Guy Benjamin Hall, Scholle
Alejandro Lueras, Willard
aminations will begin. Thirty
George S. CampDell, Est
Henry Clay Roger, Negra
Charles W. Powell, Negra
of class 1 are cal ltd for each day
Manuel Garcia, Manzano
Marion H. Frederick, Mclnt'ah until the list is finished.
John T, Lee, Cedarvale
Arnold W. Scivally, Willard
Those who have been previous- George Roy Adams, Mtr
Jesse A. Lee, Cedarvale
Rosendo Tafoya, Duran
Lucero,
Manzano
Berkshire,
Juan
Homer
Est
J.
Demetrio Gonzales, Duran
Oliver W. Miller, Varney
Ernest Carlson, Negra
Linan Welch, Willard
Odes Castor, Estancia
Robert McCaleb, Duran
Anastacio Trujillo, Willard
Edwin Sheridan Brunner, Mtr
Alvin R. Wright, Willard
Juan Jose Torrez, Torreón
Claudio Sanchez, Tajique
Oscar William Tyson, Mtr
Thomas D. Walker, Mtr
Daniel S. Nutter, Willard
Harry E. Smith, Estancia
Oscar B. Hooper, Mtr
Benjamin Logan Muller, Est
Brown,
Freddie
Encino
Sandusky,
L.
Willard
Frank
Claude C. vVright, Willard
Carlos Gomez, Encino
John D. Waldron, Negra
Jose Sanchez y Salas, Torreón
Jose Duran y Perea, Chilili
Archibald B. Tnurber, East-vieCipriano Lesperance, Tajique
John Burr Milbourn, Est
Jose La Cruz Marcos, Encino
Robert E. Redding, Mtr
Benjamin J. Woodall, McinOgilvie,
Olaf Fleak Chinn, Est
Howard
Est
tosh.
Ted McLaughlin, Negra
Benjamin F. Kenyon, Kiowa,
Alberto Garcia, Lucy
Jose Antonio Chavez, Willard
Kansas.
Clyde J. Morris, Estancia
Daniel J. Garret, Lucy
Isham Stencil Cobb, Mtr
John F. Dressier, Mtr
William Hopkins, Punta
Jason Carroll Williams, Mtr
Timoteo Chavez, Pinos Wells
Joseph Luther Gist, Willard
Asa Radford, Est
Jose Antonio Serna, Manzano
Ray H. Palmer, Encino
Clarence Vick, Progresso
Alejandro Gutierrez, Torreón
George Chavez, Torreón
Valentin Baca, Willard
Shirley Milbourn, Est
William D. Roach, Est
Ponciano Anaut, Encino
Amado Sanchez, Palma
James A. Ingle, Estancia
We take particular pains to keep our groEpimenio Gonzales, Tajique
Drew Eddie Shelton, Negra
cery stock fresh no stale stuff here, and
Charles John, Moriarty
fresh goods in this line have greater valLann Farrell, Estancia
ue than old. See our stock.
Juan J. Florez, Eastview
Aden White, Willard
Curtis T. Haygood, Mtr
Julian Torrez, Mtr
Miguel S. Tenorio, Encino
John E. Sheehan, Willard
Fred Loveall, Willard
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William H. Holcomb, Duran
Robert H. Culberson, Mtr
Charles M. Shtehan, Willard
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Nothing doind.
Mr. Get -- RicrvQuick-Schemc-r
III keep my. money
.yctte

inxne

f! m3 Bank
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WHEN SOME PLAUSIBLE, SLICK STRANGER
COMES TO
AN ENTICING SCHEME AND TELLS YOU THAT
GET RICH QUICK," OR, PULL DOWN BIG
PROFITS, HE IS A SWINDLER B EC AU SÉ IF HIS SCHEME WAS
fi SO GOOD IT WOULD NOT BE FOR SALE.
m
RICH MFN ARF NOT I OOKTNC FfH THftT nilTTK PTI F
THEY WANT THE SURE THING.
THE BANK IS THE SURE
PLACE TO HAVE YOUR MONEY.
OUR BANK IS CONDUCTED
BY CAPABLE MEN IN A CONSERVATIVE PROGRESSIVE MANNER.
COME TO OUR BANK.

I

YOU WITH
YOU
CAN

Estancia Savings Bank

DIRECTORS
A. J. GREEN, J. B. HERNDON,
H. F. SHELTON
DR. C. J. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.

ly examined and rejected will be
On all those placed in class 4 a
called for
but blanket appeal will be filed by
those who have been examined the government appeal agent.
and passed will not be called for
Nothing definite is known as
It is expected to when another quota of men
that the state advisory board will be called to the training
will furnish some help in this camps. It is said, however, that
work.
it will not be until after.Feb. 15.
A. BURRUSS, Pre'sident
NEAL JENSON, Cashier
N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors:
Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.

117 E have

on hand all
the blanks and m- forma ion pertaining to the

Income Tax Law.

-

"

FARMERS AND STGGKMENS BANK

BRAN
Extra Quality, Mill Run

CORN
Sound arid good

CHOP
Clean and substantial

CAKE

--

Fresh Groceries

No more at present prices

HAY
Nice, bright prairie
OATS
Colorado heavy white

HELLUMS
Lowest

Where Prices are

Estancia Lumber Co.

ESTANCIA

SHEEP'S
CLOTHING
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
'THE

LONE

BRASS

WOlf.-TH-

BOWL."

Ik.

To you, all old friends, I can talk
about this terrible thing. But what
about the outsiders? My name linked
oh,
with that of a common criminal's
I am ashamed, ashamed !"
Unknown to her, the Dowager Dragon was nodding vigorously to Quoin.
This last rose awkwardly, and spoke
with a hesitation uncommon In him.
"If you'll leave It to me, Betty," he
suggested almost timidly, "I think I
can arrange matters with Craven and
recover your necklace tonight, quite
And" he glanced
without publicity.
at his watch "it's a quarter of eleven.
If I'm to do anything, I have no time
to lose."
CHAPTER XIV.

CHAPTER

ued.

15

"Peter Is hedging about referring to
the fact that Craven put up a very
prompt protest when you told me to
take the necklace Into the sunlight and
satisfy myself."
"Yes," Peter admitted gloomily.
"Is the evidence complete enough?"
Mrs. Beggarstaff questioned gently.
"We didn't want to tell you this, Betty.
For my own part, I'd rather you had
conspired with Tad to smuggle"
"Don't 1" pleaded the unhappy woman. Bending forward, elbows on knees,
she stared somberly at the carpet "But
how," she asked, "do you account for
that perfect counterfeit?'

"Simply," Quoin replied, "after that
affair of Thursday night, on my own
resDonsibility I sent a wireless to Paris,
to Cottier's, in Betty's name. The an
swer came through Friday night, saying that the original owner had sold a
paste duplicate to a dealer In articles
de Paris, which he in turn had sold to
a chance customer definite description unavailable the same day that
the real necklace was taken from Cottier's by your agent."
"It seems incredible. Of all men
Tad Craven!"
"You forget how little we know of
him," the Dowager Dragon put In.
"Know of him?" Betty protested,
looking up. "Why, everybody knows
Tad Craven I Go out among our friends
and try to find one who believes he
would do anything dishonest"
"And still, I insist, you forget how
little we know of him. Hark back into
your memory, my dear. How long have
we known him? Twelve or fifteen years
at most How did he come to know
ns? Through Introductions to a few
clubs. Indorsed by Lord Evesden who
was later drummed out of town for
card cheating, and never came back.
But Tad Craven stuck. He didn't cheat
and he was amusing, and as long as he
was personable, agreeable and seemed
to have money nobody bothered about
bis pedigree."
Tve been looking Craven up," Quoin
supplemented. "Listen 1" He began to
read from a tiny memorandum book:
"Came to New York in 93 with a British musical comedy company. His wife,
Letty Craven, fell ill during the run of
the piece and died in a public hospital
of quick consumption. After that Craven got a Job with some show which
perished on the road. When he turned
up again he was training with a gang
of professional sharpers with whom he
played a few turns on the transatlantic
ferry route as capper. But he dropped
that before he became known to the
polioe. Later he was running with a
gay Lord Evesden ; but shook him as
toon as he felt solid In New York and
those ugly whispers began to go round
bout Evesden's play. The rest Is
mainly circumstantial damnation."
Quoin put away his notebook and began to tick off his points on his fingers.
"It may not have escaped you that
there've been some pretty stiff burglaries among our friends in the last twelve
years or so. They weren't frequent;
tut they were all big hauls, and every-n- e
was well planned and culminated
In a clean getaway. And it so happens,
when one comes to look into It that
Craven was especially thick with all
the people victimized. The biggest coup
was the theft of the Joachim collection, worth several hundred thousand
dollars. Now Lydia Craven, when she
eame aboard the Alsatla, was wearing
a cameo from the Joachim collection
which she said her father had given
her on her fifteenth birthday. Discreet
pumping on the part of Mrs. Beggar-staf- f
has shown that date to have fallen
Just three months after Joachim was
robbed. Incidentally, the cameo disappeared as soon as Lydia and Craven
met on board. There's a sinister thread
running all through the history of
Thaddeus Craven."
His voice trailed off Into silence.
Mrs. Merrilees was eying him steadily,
"Yon never got all that Information
together since morning?" Mrs. Beggar- staff prompted.
"No," Quoin admitted. "I've had
my eye on Craven for some time.'
"Why?" the old woman demanded
bluntly. "What made you first suspect

True to her Instinct for the dramatic
moment when the telephone Interrupt-

ed Mrs. Beggarstaff

answered with no

apparent emotion nnd nothing more
than a noncommittal "Yes?" followed
at a brief interval by "Yes, If you
please, at once." Then, hanging up the
receiver, she set herself artfully to de
lay Mrs. Merrilees. "This Is all very
well," she announced with complacent
determination; "but I want to know
what real evidence you have got
against Craven."
'Nothing," Quoin admitted,

"beyond

circumstantial evidence, which,

how-

ever well grounded, wouldn't hold together a minute under the analysis of
d
criminal lawyer."
any
"No actual proof?"
"Not a whit You may be sure Cra
ven never took an active hand In any
of these affairs: merely engineered
them with his Inside Information and
Be sure, too,
superior Intelligence.
that whenever a Job was pulled off he
was always conspicuously somewhere
else."
"Then what do you propose doing?"
"Why Betty permitting scare him
silly and run him out of town. I don't
think we want more than that aside
from the necklace."
"That will content me," Mrs. Merri
lees affirmed.
Here a knock fell on the door, and
the Dowager Dragon, for all her protested Infirmity, rose with the spryness
of youth.
No, don't go yet. It's only some
thing I've been expecting. And I want
one word more with you about the
girl Lydia. Whatever you do, under
stand, I won't have her run out of
town, or annoyed, or frightened, or
In any way."
With this she disappeared down the
hallway. Followed a sound of voices
murmuring.
Quoin and Mrs. Merrilees lingered In
doubt and silence, the gaze of each
seeking the other's ; while, to one side,
by these two forgotten, Peter Traft
waited, watching, some little sadness
and envy In his heart
Not that he grudged Quoin the guer
don of a lifetime's unselfish devotion;
but he felt quite Justified In envying
them the happiness that was to be
theirs. If he could ever hope to see
Lydia Craven look up Into his face as
Betty Merrilees was Just then looking
up at Quoin
Betty, in a melting humor and a
gown representing the finest flower of
the Rue de la Pair, to Peter's fancy
cut a figure that filled your eye. And
In such matters Peter esteemed himself a distinguished amateur.
But once Lydia Craven had entered
the drawing room Peter no longer
cared to look at Betty. A fellow's got
only a certain limited amount of eyesight after all, and it's no good wast
ing It on anything he isn't really crazy

about
In the severity of her street dress
the girl's figure bad a graciousness that
And
even Betty's couldn't shadow.
Lydlu's face, set against the darkness
of one of those trim little hats which
In those days were Just beginning to
enormi
oust the
ties Lydta's ruddy hair, the transparent pallor of her brow, the fine glow
In cheeks fresh from the rainy night
her dark and animated eyes brightenpleas-ing with surprise and
taken altogether Peter thought
Lydla's fairness was to Betty's as sun
to candlelight
But with delight apprehension was
mixed in his mind. There were still
some phases of Ufe Peter hadn't fathomed; for one, the 'antagonism within
the sexes within the sex, rather; for
It was the attitudes often adopted
toward one another by the most amiable and delightful of women that perhalf-tlml- d

plexed his understanding.
Now, with real provocation on her
side, what would be Betty's attitude
toward this rival beauty?
His solicitude was wasted. Either
he underestimate"! the generosity of
Betty, or Lydia's Ingenuousness dis
armed. Constraint was absent from
their meeting: they went at once to
each other's arms.
It's so good to find you here, Betty.
Oh, good evening, Mr. Quoin Mr.
good evening. The best part is,
Traft,
bimr
replied Qnoln, "he never I thought you were stopping here, and
"Well,
rang true to me ; and when It began to was in despair when I found you
be rumored that he was a candidate weren't."
'It's dear of you ; but "
tor Betty's hand I felt sure be wasn't
'I was so anxious to give you this !"
worthy of ber, and made up my mind
to be sure before forbidding the As she spoke the puzzle box left Lydta's keeping finally and for all time.
banns."
Betty Merrilees ottered a low cry.
After a pause Betty looked up defl
antly. "It does make me out a bit of "This?" she questioned In a strange
voice. "What?"
an Idiot doesn't It?"
"Must I say?" Lydia laughed.
"I
We were all taken In,"
"Nonsense!
aldon't believe you really want me t
I've
bow
"Look
Peter protested.
"Not my necklace!"
the woman
ways stuck up for Tad! But there's
one thing I want to say: He may be gasped.
"There! I didn't tell did L Mrs.
a rotter, and all that sort of thing;
but that girl of bis la aa straight and Beggarstaff?"
"No, dear child ; but we knew all the
"
Una a niuDOsltion
"Do hush. Peter I We all know time."
Incontinently
Lydia
waa
von're In love with her. But what la
by a very unexpected, un
all thla to me?" Betty protested with a
r,
called-fomotherly and protracted
break In ber voice. "I hop you're
; which, while It didn't lack
rtiht Pater, and I hope If you are you embrace
aa wall the most din- affection,
served
about
so?
way b happy. Bat what

NEWS-HERAL-

lomatic purpose of preventing the glP
from noticing Betty's
attempts to open the puzzle box and
that the Dowager Dragon was making
significant faces at Quol'j over hei
shoulder.

"Permit me, Betty," Quoin suggest"I think I know the trick"
In another breath the box was open,
the necklace in Its owner's hands.
"Merely my foolish delight to see
you again so soon, my dear." A band
patted affectionately one of Lydla's
flushed cheeks as, released, breathless,
and wondering, she stepped back to
readjust her hat
"You're awfully good to me, Mrs.
Beggarstaff. But I can't stop a minute.
I've another errand to run for father
he's very busy tonight "
"Another errand!" Betty Merrilees
parroted out of a mind perhaps par
donably confused.
'Yes I sha'n't be long.
Father
asked me to bring that to you; but
promised to call for me within an hour.
So I was to attend to the other errand
first, and watt here with you for him.
But my tnxlcab broke down and "
"Craven coming here?" Betty Interrupted incredulously, but checked sud
denly at a look from Quoin.
2
1
Bolshevlkl troops guarding the state bank In Petrograd after It had been seized by their government.
'As soon ns he can get away," Lydia
Heavy French guns of a new type mounted on armored curs. 3 The "kindly" way In which the Germans treat
affirmed.
"I mean, of course, wherthe Russian soli Hers they capture.
ever you're really stopping "
"The Plaza."
"That's Just across the way, Isn't It?
lyzed. The government was forced to terms of peace, so far as they concern
It's odd of him to make such a misaccept the socialists' demands as to Belgium Itself, are absolute political,
take. He said the Margrave distinctly. NEWS REVIEW OF
food, communal woman suffrage and economic and territorial Independence,
But I'll ask for you at the Plaza In
nonmllltarlsm of war Industries, and equitable reparation and guaranties
half an hour, if you don't mind."
most of the strikers return- for the future.
"Mind ! On the contrary," Mrs. Mer
WEEK thereupon
THE
ed to their work. The trouble was
rilees said pleasantly, "I'll be delightonly partly allayed, however, and the
The British labor party In convened. Tad, too. That will be fu-nradicals made further demands and re- tion nt Nottingham declared Its posirather ! We'll have supper togethe- rGermans Threaten Quick Attack iterated their call for a general pence tion In the matter of war and pence.
all of us."
by understanding.
A resolution was adopted welcoming
'And so good night for thirty min
When the Russian Delegates
The Austrian masses are determined and Indorsing the statements of Premutes," Lydia laughed. "I must hurry."
that at least peace shall be made with ier Lloyd George and President Wilson
Reject Peace Terms.
'Walt a minute," Peter put in. "Tm
Russia, and if this is not done their and calling on the central powers to
off too, you know, and going your way."
words and actions betoken a revoluformulate their war alms at the ear"How do you know you are !" Lydia
tion that will remove the dual mon- liest possible moment. Speakers gave
demanded, smiling back from the doorDEMAND BALTIC PROVINCES archy from the alliance of the central high praise to Mr. Wilson's statement,
way.
powers.
Germany Is awake to the and It was made clear that the party
"Because that's the way I'm going."
danger of this defection and the mili- would not stand for peace negotiations
"But I don't want you now, Mr.
tarists there are manifesting great irri- with Germany'whlle she holds the terTraft though I shall hope to see you Proletariat of
on tation toward Austria because they ritories she has seized.
"
again in half an hour.
Eve of a Revolt Turks Lose Two
think Emperor Charles and his governint-r
closed, leaving Peter
The
Big Cruisers
Secretary Bakment have fostered .democratic interAdministrator Garfield's Indusas dashed as Betty Merrilees was
nationalism.
er's Management Hotly
was far .from being
trial
thunderstruck, as Quoin was thoughtThe troubles of Emperor Charles' wholly successful In relieving the coal
Criticized by Senator
ful, as the smile of the Dowager Dragby
aggravated
the
are
attitude
realm
For this
shortage and railway
Chamberlain.
on was satiric.
of Bohemia. At a great meeting In the plan was not entirely to blame,
There was a little pause.
Prague a resolution was adopted de- for heavy snows In the eastern part
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
"What" Peter demanded, "what do
manding Independence for Bohemia. of the country Intervened to prevent
you know about that?"
Encouraged by the growing strength Hungary, also. Is doing Its bit In the the free movement of coal trains.
"After her, you loon," Quoin snapped. of the Fatherland party, the
general upheaval, having absolutely re- Consequently Mr. McAdoo was conwaking up with a start "If Craven'
have thrown aside the mask they fused to give cereals to either Austria
declare an embargo on
told her to go somewhere else first, have worn In their dealings with the or Germany. The Roumanian stocks strained to largest
cual carrying roads
be sure he never meant her to bring Russians and shown their true face. of grain are exhausted and the food three of the
of the East, forbidding the transportathat necklace here. Don't you see?" At the last meeting of the delegates situation In Austria Is most acute.
tion of any freight save fuel, munitions
"Ass!" Peter groaned, smiting his at
before adjournment
and foodstuffs. The situation, espeforehead. "Why didn't I think?" Seiz to January 29, General Hoffman told
peace advocates In cially on the Atlantic seaboard, still Is
The
ing hat and coat he threw open the bolshevlkl frankly that Germany Germanyreasonable
have not by any means sur- most serious.
the door even as the elevator gata must hare Courland and all the Baltic rendered to the Increasingly arrogant
Biclanged.
provinces, and that If Russia did not
partisan politics reared Its ugly
and have been holding
The car had dropped from sight be consent the German armies would meetings in Cologne and elsewhere, head In congress last week and enfore he reached the shaft Planting a move at once and within a week would and the radical socialists are keeping tered Into the discussion of the conthumb on the
he educed occupy Reval. When asked about the up the fight with vigor. There Is no duct of the war. So far It has done
only a thin, persistent grumble from territory south of
Hoff- doubt
that the proletariat of both Ger- little harm, and perhaps It cannot be
the annunciator bell, steadily dimin man replied that Germany would set- many and Austria has been Immensely kept down In an election year. Senaishing In volume as the car continued tle that only with the Ukrainians. The heartened and inspired by the propa- tors Penrose and Stone were the chief
wilfully to descend.
request of the Russians for a recess ganda of the Russian bolshevlkl spread offenders, the former attacking the adInfuriated, the young man commit that they might consult on the Ger- by means of the fraternization of sol- ministration and the latter having the
ted the soul of the elevator attendant man terms was grudgingly granted diers on the east front.
effrontery
considering his own record
to the nethermost depths of damnation with the assertion that no further postto assail the patriotism- - of Colonel
a
and, turning to the stairway, plunged ponements would be allowed.
Roosevelt.
All this sounds good, but It would be
down the flights in breakneck haste,
The Russian delegates thereupon foolish to base upon
Interest In the doings of congress
it any strong
voted unanimously to reject the Ger- hopes of an early peace with victory centered on the Chamberlain bill for a
three steps at a time.
Across the lobby he sped as one man terms and departed for Petrograd for the allies. The German army prob- war cabinet, the Introduction of which
hounded by furies, and gained the car- to submit the question of peace or war ably was never before so strong as was perhaps hastened, though not
riage entrance barely In time to see a to the congress of soldiers' and work- now, and If the Indications may be caused, by the Investigation of Secremen's delegates, with which the final trusted, the long expected offensive on tary Baker's department.
taxicab pulling away from the curb.
The presiPeter gave chase, affording midnight decision rests.
the west front may be under way be- dent had forcefully, even angrily decarry
to
able
are
Germans
the
wayfarers the diverting spectacle of a
That
fore this review Is In the hands of clared his opposition to the measure
s
out their threats against Russia there renders.
beautifully arrayed young man
and his absolute confidence In Mr.
All Inst week there was Inflat to the wind and rain, top coat can be little doubt. The bolshevlkl tense artillery action In France and Baker's ability and efficiency, and the
streaming wildly from one arm, the leaders realize their helplessness and Flanders, with numerous "feeling out" defeat of the bill was predicted, alother brandishing the dernier crl In have Issued "to all" an official wall raids and much activity by the air though It had the support of many sentoppers in mad, mute pursuit of a telling how they have been deceived forces. Great concentrations of troops ators of both parties.
taxicab proceeding stol and how monstrous are the demands at several points continued and It
Mr. Wilson in a public statement acIn Petrograd and seemed evident the kaiser was
of the Germans.
idly about Its business.
about cused Senator Chamberlain of making
Happily for Peter, Its business in Moscow the bolshevlkl are struggling ready to strike. French military ex- "an astonishing and absolutely unjusvolved observance of trafile regula to maintain their power, putting in Jail perts believed the Germans would at- tifiable distortion of the truth" in a
tions ; and when It paused to give pre large numbers of their opponents on tack the British lines In Flanders and New York speech. In which the Orestreet cross- - charges of plotting a
cedence to a
also the French in the region of Nancy. gon senator told of the failures of the
and taking any other coercive It was In the latter sector that the war department.
town car Peter caught up if some
In replying to this
help
to
them.
If
promise
steps
that
thought
thing more rudely than he had
raid was made on American troops. In the senate, Mr. Chamberlain reiterto. Unable to check quickly on the they can prevent It, they do not Intend Whether Pershing's men still are help- ated his charges and undertook to
ing hold the line there has not been prove them by citations from the Ingreasy asphalt he skidded against the that their principles of
and personal liberty shall apply at revealed.
vestigation by the senate committee.
door with a crash.
promptly dissolved the
They
home.
tm
The senator scored the war depart"Hold hard!" he begged between
they
nssembly because
constituent
Having lost to the French some Im- ment unmercifully, and produced docubreaths. "Give me a chance I"
deliberations.
control
not
its
could
portant positions on Monte Tombo, the mentary proof that Secretary Baker,
"What the " commented the chauf
So loud has become the popular out- Teutons In Italy were compelled to when before the senate committee, was
feur suspiciously.
cry against the rule of the bolshevlkl evacuate considerable territory west ignorant of the
actual conditions in the
But at the same time Peter Jerked and so great the disorder In Russia
the door open, and a crawly, sinking that German parliamentary leaders are of the Piave river, moving back to matter of supplies to the army camps.
sensation deserted bis midst: the fare seriously questioning whether It Is Monte Splnoncia. They seem to have "The president" he said, "did not
given up hope of forcing the passage know the truth, and I did. He must
was Lydia, after all!
wise for the central powers to negoShe greeted this breathless appari tiate further with a government that to the plains along the west bank de-of have got his facts from his distinguished secretnry of war and he in turn got
the Piave and are constructing
tion with an inarticulate cry.
may be swept away any day.
them from somebody else, and If those
fenses In the rear.
something,"
Peter
forgot
You
The Ukrainians, according to late
BBl
who furnished the evidence knew the
gasped in response, climbing in.
dispatches, are proceeding amicably In
On the sea the Turks suffered a con- facts, they lied."
What?"
their negotiations with Germany and siderable disaster In the loss of the
In the course of his speech Mr.
'Me!" be declared settling Into the Austria and are about ready to sign a
cruisers Medullu and Sultan Sellm, Chamberlain read a heartbreaking letplace by her side; then thrust his head separate peace.
formerly
and
the
Goeben.
from a father telling of the death
ter
Breslau
out of the door and panted, "It's all
tm
These vessels emerged from the Dar- of his son In an army camp under most
right, driver. Cut along and don't go
which holds Itself responsi- danelles to attack certain British mon- astounding conditions of neglect. AfJapan,
"
too fast slippery pavements
ble for the preservation of peace in itors, but were seen and at once en- terward Secretary
said of this
But, Mr. Traft " Lydia expostu the far East. Is ready to take radical gaged by British destroyers and driven that It was not a Baker
singular case,
lated.
steps to put on end to the lncrenslng Into mine fields. The Breslau was there had been several such due tothat
the
Peter shut the door with a bang, and disorders In sweria, accorning io
blown up and sunk and the Goeben, lack of nurses, and that each one had
Tnrauchl who addressed the open- badly damaged, was run aground at been rigidly Investigated.
the car, with an unobstructed way,
picked up wary heels and stole on up ing BMuInn of the Jnnnnese diet. He Nagara point, where for several days
The hot discussion over the ineffiFifth avenue.
reiterated his country's absolute loy and nights It was subjected to bomb- ciency of our war preparations con(TO BE CONTINUED.)
alty and twenty to tne antes ana us ing by British nlr crnft and rendered tinues unabated and Is reaching the
determination not to sheathe the sword useless.
The British lost two moni- stage where It becomes personal and
Cardiff la Prosperous.
until an honorable peace Is secured.
tors.
vicious.
The
supportCardiff, Wales, has become known aa
The number of British vessels sunk ers of the administration declare the
the Pittsburgh of the British Isles. Like
was
In
by
week
given
the
some
submarines
of
disordcritics
of Its acts are borderIn Finland there Is growing
the American city, the coal mines are
six large and two small ships. ing on treachery because they give
largely responsible for Its boom, al- er and the socialist red guards and as only
supply tonnage to comfort to the enemy, while those who
efforts
to
Its
In
sevfought
have
government
militia
though shipping has played no small
the submarine degradations, the criticize assert that only by letting the
part Some men who were shipping eral considerable battles, notnbly at meet
States scored a point by get- public know the faults that are being
clerks two years ago now own a string VIborg and Davldstad. The red guards United
large number of vessels from committed can those faults be correcta
ting
of ships and coal miners are making are aided by Russian soldiers while
the peasants are supporting the gov- neutral nations, especially Sweden, for ed. Their course, they hold. Is dic(100 a week.
use In American coastal traffic. Tbls tated by tha purest patriotism.
Just to show that it baa made a lot ernment forces. I
brought forth a howl of "unneulrallty"
of money, Cardiff Invested $150,000,000
General Tasker H. Bliss, chief of
government from Germany, coupled with a threat
The
in the last British war loan. This
such vessels that Its sub- staff, has arrived In Paris to represent
works out at the rate of more than $750 has been treading on thin Ice for two to sink all
could
reach.
marines
wave
the American army In the supreme
a head of the population and la tha weeks. A great
war council. It Is believed he will urge
most remarkable of all the contribu- swept over the nation and more than
Belgium made a dignified reply to that the allies renew offensive operations that came from any on city in a million workers went on strike, the
war Industries being absolutely para the pope's peace note, stating that Its tions on a large scale.
the British Isles,
ed.
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CEREAL CROP
One of

the Best Ever Harvested.

The cereal crop of Western Canada
for 1917 was the most valuable one
ever harvested; the returns from all
classes of Uve stock have been equally
satisfactory. The wool clip was not
only greater than In any previous year,
but the price obtained was double that
of 1916, which In turn was almost
double that of the year before.
As was the case In 1915 and 1016,
many farmers were able to pay for
their land outright with the proceeds
of their first year's crop. Further evidence of the prosperity of Western
Canada Is shown by the fact that one
In every twenty of the population Is
now the owner of an automobile. If
the farming community alone Is taken.
It will be found that the proportion of
automobile owners Is still greater. The
bank clearings of the leading cities of
Canada were consistently
Western
higher than they were In the corresponding periods of 1916, and then they
were higher than the year preceding.
In Winnipeg $500,000,000 more was
cleared In the 11 months ending November 30 than In the same months a
year ago.
The entry of the United States Into
the war has strengthened the bonds
between that country and Canada, We
are now working together for the
same ends. Those who are not fighting
are promoting a greater production of
foodstuffs. In this connection Western
Canada offers a wonderful opportunity. Not only can larger quantities
of staple foodstuffs be produced, but
the cost of production Is lower and the
remuneration greater than where land

Notwithstanding
Is more expensive.
the fact that the price of farm products has doubled during the past three
years, there are millions of acres of
arable land In Western Canada which
can still be bought at a low price.
Western Canada has an enormous
acreage prepared for seeding to wheal
In 1918. It is larger than in 1917, and
will probably surpass the record area
put into crop In the year 1915, when
the largest crop ever known in the
West was harvested. The year 1018
should also see a further Increase In
live stock activity.
Farmers have been Investing considerable sums In cattle; the high prices
secured for wool and mutton have
opened the eyes of Western farmers to
the possibilities of sheep, and such was
the demand for breeding animals last
fall that it was impossible to meet it
adequately; the campaign for greater
hog production Is expected to yield an
Increase of between 25 and 50 per cent

CEDE PROVINCES

DENVER MARKETS,

attl.
Fat steers, choice to prime. $12. 00013. 00
steers, good to choice. 11. 0012.0
fat
Hat steers, fair to good... 10. ooiHi.oo
9. 0U to 10.00
Heifers, prime
8. .50 M 9.50
Cows, fat, good to choice..
8.26
Cows, fat, fair to good.... 7. 50
6. 00
7.26
Cows, common to fair
10, 001 13.00
Veal calves
6
60W
8.50
Bulls
Feeders, good to choice... 9. 50 10.75
8. .500 9.25
Feeders, fair to good
8.50
Feeders, common to fair... 7. .50
blockers, good to choice... 9. .25010.50
Btockers, fair to good..... 8, .000 9.00
Hosts.
Good hogs
116.00016
Sheep.
116.00 0 16.76
Lambs
14.50016.5(1
Feeder lambs
11.00 011.76
Ewes
6.00 0 9.50
Feeder ewes
Wethers
11.60012.50
HAY AND UKAIN MARKET,
(F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
low.
Buying Prices per Ton.
Colo, upland, per ton
22.000 24.00
20.00 0 22.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
Prairie hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton . i20. 00 22.00
Timothy, per ton
25.00026.00
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton 20.00022.00
South Park, per ton
26.00026.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .23.000 25.00
Straw, per ton
6.000 7.00
Grain.
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
Colo, oats, bulk, buying
2.45
Corn chop, sack, selling
85
Corn in sack, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling.. 1.70
Flour.
patent

5

diiessud ruui.riiv.

Less 10 per cent commission.
24
Springs
026
34
32
Turkeys, fancy d. p
0026
24
Turkeys, old toma
20
Turkeys, choice
022
26
20
Hens, fancy
0025
22
Ducks, young
25
22
Geese
0
Roosters
It 014
Live 1'oullry.
(Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)
28
Sprisgs
24
22
Hens, fancy, lb
024
12
RoOBters, lb
26
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
0 80
23
Ducks, young
025
16
Geese
020
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
.62
O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
O. B. Denver
.36
Eggs, case count,
misc.
cases, less commission. . .13.50014.25

Butter.

Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb.. 49 '050
44
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb...
41
Process
042
30
Packing stock (net)
0 31

lTult.

Apples, Colo,, new fancy, box. 1.0002.25
1.75 02.00
Pears, Colo
Vegetables.
12.00
14.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
8.00
7.00
Beans, pinto, cwt
15
.16
Beans, Lima, lb
1.60
1.75
Beets, Colo., cwt
2.00
1.50
Cabbage, Colo
1.25
in 1018.
1.50
Carrots, cwt
12 hi
.15
lb
Those who are contemplating coming Cauliflower,
1.00
Celery, Pascal, Colo., doz... .35
to Western Canada cannot do bettei Celery
45
.76
26
.35
table, doz
than come early in the spring when Onions,
1.50
2.00
Potatoes, cwt
they can put in a crop and harvest it Tomatoes,
10
H. H lb
via
1.50
in the fall. In this way they will be Turnips, Colo., cwt
able to achieve something that will
HIDES AND PELTS.
not only be of great benefit to themDry Hides.
selves, but also to the great cause for
80
butcher, lb
which the Allies, Including the United Flint
. X.
28
Flint fallen, lb.stag,
17
States, are now fighting. Advertís
Flint bull and glue, lb
16
lb
culls
and
Flint
ment.
lb.
8c
less.
Halt hides, 2c to
Horse hides 12 to 23 price of green
salted.
Expensive Hostelry.
"I like to stop at this hotel."
Green Salted Cured Hides, ete.
10
011
Over 40 lbs., lb
"Why?"
10
40 lbs., lb
Under
011
"The proprietor makes me feel as if Bull and stag
09
08
I owned the place."
Glue hides and skins
cured,
less.
lc
Part
your
bill
"Well, after you've paid
Green 2o less than cured.
you will feel that you ought to own
Calf and Kin. Green Salted.
the place, whether you do or not."
20 021
Calfskin, lb
.14 016
Kip, lb
Eae n.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
1.000 1.25
To set the a enatne,ctl) for fall name LAXATTVB Deacons
BROMO ÜOININH.
Look for sígnete
of a. W. flunks
260 .60
6KUVO. Cure a Cold In One Dar. toe
.13
Branded
5.000 6.00
Horse, No. 1
4.00
2
6.00
No.
Horse,
0
Girl Bank President.
2.00 0 2.60
Glue and pony
A girl president Uves in Cleveland, Colt
600 ,75
O. She is president of a bank, and Is
Green Suited Pelts.
years
only seventeen
old. The bank
Each.
$1.0002.06
has 850 depositors and a capital of Lamb and sheep
.75
Spring lambs
500
$155.58.
The depositors are members lineal
10 0 .60
lings
alliance,
of the council educational
who save their money to buy Liberty Wool pelts Dry Flint Pelts.
38040
loan bonds, vacations and presents.
36038
Short wool pelts
24
Butcher shearlings, No. 1
The deposits come in pennies. Some No.
10
2 murian shearlings
persons literally have "only. a cent to
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
their names."
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS.
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Prices for Metals.
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes,
87
c.
silver,
Bar
Copper, $23.17 Vt.
At all good irrocers. Adv.
Lead, $7.007.12H.
Spelter, $7.25 08.00.
Year of Christ' Birth.
per unit,
concentrates,
Tungsten
History tells us that for 500 years $26.00.
concenTungsten
Colo.
Boulder,
no
calendar
of
had
their
the Christians
per
60 per cent,
$25.00027.60
own, but reckoned the years according trates,
unit. Crude ores, 60 per cent, $22.000
$12.00012.50; 10 per
to the customs of the nations to which 26.00; 25 per cent, per
unit.
cent, $9.40012.20
they belonged. The Roman Christians
Butter, Batas, Potatoes and Poultry.
used the "Anna Urbls Condltlae" or
Butter, creamery, 410
year of the founding of Borne, to count 48 Chicago.
lie.
Eggs Firsts, 66068c; at mark, cases
from; others counted from the reign
of Diocletian, calling it "the Era of the Included, 50066c; refrigerator firsts,
Martyrs;" and still others used the 43044c.
Poultry Fowls, 25c; springs, 22c.
Potatoes Wisconsin. Michigan and
calendar of the Copts of Egypt. In the Minnesota,
bulk, $2.16 0 2.20; do, sacks,
sixth century, Denis the Little, a" Greek $2.2002.25.
monk living in Rome, made a calendar
Chicago
Grata and Provision Prices.
counting from the Incarnation,
the
Chicago. Corn No. 3 yellow, $1.800
date of which he fixed at 753 A. U. C. 1.90.
8
No.
Oats
834 083c;
So we commonly say that Rome was standard, 84854c.white,
Rye No. 2, nominal.
founded In 753 B. C. At the beginning
Barley $1.4001.60.
of the eighth century, the venerable
Timothy $5.00 0 8.25.
Bede pointed out that this was an hisClover $21.000 80.00.
Por'' x'TTitnai.
torical blunder.
But no general noLard $24.87.
tice was tuken of his criticism, and the
Ribs $23.62 24.87.
error has continued to this day. His'
Chicago Live Stock Quotations.
toric facts have enabled modern scholChicago. Hogs Bulk. $16.16 16.50;
posto
determine,
without much
ars
light, $15.50016.35; mixed, J15.S6M
sibility of doubt, the exact year of the 16.45: heavy, $16.85016.50; rough, $15.85
pigs, $12.50014.85.
birth of Jesus and to place It at what 016.00;
Cattle Native steers. $8 .40iij13.80:
we call 5 B. C.
Btockers and feeders, $7.10 10.75; cows
and heifers, $6.10011.75; calves, $9.00
016.00.
Sheep Wethers. $9.75(13.40; awes,
BRONCHIAL TROUBLES
$9.60013.00; lambs, $14.60017.75.
Soothe the Irritation mod yon relieve the
diiti-essDo bota quick lr end eflect.Teljr
Grala la Minneapolis.
by promptly atine a dependable re mod
Minneapolis, Minn. Barley
$1.360
1.69.
Rye $1.98 iff 1.99.
Bran $32.50.
Corn No. 3 yellow, $1.ü6801.63.
HI Ho.
Oats No. 8 white, 80
Flax $3.6008.6.

r

PDSO'S

WESTERN

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Hungarian

NEWS-HERAL-

HERTLINQ
BRITAIN
DEMANDS
GIVE UP GIBRALTAR FORTRESS TO FREE SEAS.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Prices for Metal.

New York.
Bar Bllver

Lead

87c.

Spot,

7.12',4

Power of Money.
Money may be misused. The power
It represents muy be nbuscri, guys a
noted writer, just as the power of the
press or any other physlnil or soclul
force may be abused. And the desire
for money may be perverted, Just as
may be any other normal or healthy
desire. But that Is not the wiiy to look
at money any more thun it is the way
to look at any other power or quality
of humnn nature thut may be used either for good or evil.

popper $23.17.
St, Louis
Spelter $7.758.00.
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $25.00(0 27.50 per unit; crude
ores, 60 per cent, $22.0025.00; 25 per
cent, $12.00 12.50; 10 per cent, $9.40
& 12.20 per unit.

For Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutlcura Ointment.
Wash off in five minutes with Cutlcura
Knnn and hot water. For free samDles.
address "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston."
At druggists and by mail. Soap 25,
Ointment o ana ou. aqv.

Arizona.
The Southwest Oil Company has
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
been formed at Oatman to drill for
Washington,
Jan. 26. Based on oil in the Chino valley.
speeches
short cabled outlines of the
Mining
United
Verde Extension
of the German and Austrian premier
Company, it is understood, showed beto their respective parliaments the tween $6,000,000 and $7,000,000 earned
opinion was expressed by officials in 1917.
here that no substantial advance toThe drift from the 200 level of the
ward the final peace Bought by all Frisco Gold mines at Kingman has
belligerents has resulted from thsse been driven on the vein a distance of
declarations.
about 140 feet and Is now In mill ore.
Berlin. Jan. 26. Count von Hert-ling- ,
Wórd was received in Kingman to
the German chancellor, In an- get everything in readiness at the
swering the recent speeches of Presi- Wrigley Sulphide mines to begin the
and Premier Lloyd sinking of the big shaft from the 300
dent Wilson
George, announced In the Reichstag to the 500 level.
main committee that Germany would
not give up Alsace-Lorrain- e
Colorado.
"There are no differences between
An open winter finds plenty of deus and President Wilson as to freevelopment work proceeding successdom of the seas," the German chanfully in the Cripple Creek district.
cellor asserted. "But it is most imReturns from a car of crude ore reportant for future freedom of navigation that England relinquish strong cently shipped from the New Dominfortified points d'appui on important ion mines at Ophir gave values of
sailing routes such as Gibraltar, Mal- around $300.
The Mattle B. Mining Company, inta, Aden, Hong Kong rnd the Falkcorporated at Salida with a capital of
land Islands."
$100,000,
will develop the Bob Cat minAs to Belgium, the chancellor said
Germany did not desire any forcible ing claim.
El Paso Oil Company of Colorado
annexation of her territory. Regarding occupied French territory he de- Springs has material on the ground
clared that while Germany did not de- for Its well near Rush and drilling
sire annexations of it by violence he operations will be started.
The Annex mine in Lake Gulch, Gilwould discuss the question of this territory only with France. The evacua- pin county, an old discovery that has
tion of Russian territory could be dis- lain idle for years, 4s being reopened
cussed only with Russia, be an- by W. H. George and W. F. Tripp of
nounced.
He expressed agreement Great Falls, Mont.
with certain points in President WilC. H. Hays of Parkersburg, acting
son's speech and Invited new pro- for the El Paso Extension Company,
posals from the allies.
has taken a five-yea- r
bond and lease
Count Czernln,
the Austro-Hun- on the Index mine, and expects to
garian foreign minister, in an address start development shortly.
before the Relchsralh, also replied to
The report of President A. E. Carlthe speeches of the British and Amer ton of the Cresson Consolidated Gold
He also voiced a de- Mining and Milling Company, mailed
ican executives.
sire to continue the exchange of stockholders with the December divipeace views with the allies.
dend checks, gives details of a disIn particular, he thought such ex covery of ore running as high as thirty-tAustria-Hungarchanges between
and hree
ounces gold, or $650 a ton, in
the United States were desirable. grab samples, in a raise between the
There was no great incompatibility fifteenth and fourteenth levels.
between the interests of these two na
tions, in his opinion, and an exchange
Montana.
of views between them might open the
Natural
Montana
Gas
Northern
join
way for the other nations to
in Company
has been Incorporated by
conciliatory discussions.
Vice President Kelly and other offiChief interest centers In the an- cials of the Anaconda Copper Comterms, pany.
nouncement
of Germany's
which are defined for the most part
A record for production of Portland
In a negative way, however. The Ger- cement
was established In the United
man chancellor stated specifically that
Germany agreed with the first four States in 1917, the Geological Survey
points In President Wilson's world announced, the' output of 93,554,000
peace program which cover the aboli- barrels, exceeding that of the banner
year, 1913, by nearly 1,500,000 barrels.
tion of Becret diplomacy, freedom of
Butte and Superior Company earned
the seas, equality of trade conditions
and reduction of national armaments. between $8 and $9 per share last year.
The chancellor thought some diffi- The company paid out $6.25 per share
culties would be met regarding the In dividends, there having been no disfifth point which treated with colonial bursements during the final quarter of
adjustments and asserted the princi- 1917 owing to restraining order issued
ple that the interests of the popula- by Montana court.
must have equal i Kennecott Copper production In
tion concerned
weight with the claims of the govern- Alaska In December was up to the
figure of over 7,000,000
ment whose title was to be deter- normal
pounds a month, and amounted to
mined.
pounds, against 7,142.000 in
As to the question of a league ol
peace, the chancellor said Germany November and 7,116,000 In October.
would be ready to discuss that after The output for the year from the
properties was 80,556,000
all the other questions had been set- Alaska
pounds, against 108,373,000 in 1916.
tled.
Austria was primarily concerned
New Mexico.
with points 9, 10 and 11 in President
The Oaks Company have opened up
Wilson's speech, Chancellor von Hert-linnew ore In the Pacific mine at Mopointed out, Germany's interests
gollón.
energetically
be defended
would
The Mogollón Mines Company tonwhere they were involved. These nage record for 1917 was one of the
points 'ouch upon the readjustment of largest In its history.
the Italian frontiers along clearly recShipments have been resumed from
ognizable lines of nationality, free op- the iron deposits in the Gallina mounportunity for the autonomous devel- tains in Torrance and Lincoln counopment of the peoples of Austria-Hungarties. A car shipped by the Elida Minand with the Balkan question, In- ing Company from Corona netted $160.
cluding demands for the evacuation After Feb. 1 a carload is to be shipped
of Rumania, Serbia and Montenegro, each day. The ore carries 65.9 per
with free access to the sea for Serbia. cent iron, 4 per cent silica and less
The chancellor was notably specific than .03 per cent of phosphorus.
in hiB treatment of the Alrce-Lor-rain- e
After spending two years in develquestion, declaring this territory oping the famous old Carlisle mine in
was originally German, that it had the Steeplerock district, New York
been tuken by force from German pos- capitalists are reported to have turned
session, and the cession of 1871 was the property back to George H. Utter,
merely a restoration.
the former owner. The mine was sold
Whilo Count von Hertllng found by Utter for a price reported to have
Premier Lloyd George more concilia- been $300,000, on which upwards of
tory in his recent speech than former- $100,000 of the purchase price is said
ly, showing more of an Inclination to to have been paid. In the eighties the
Germany's "political,
economic and mine was a heavy gold and silver procultural position" while he was found ducer, its output totalling several mil"charging her with being guilty of all lions of dollars while operated by an
English' syndicate.
possible crimes."
Count Czernln, Austria's spokesman, in his address, dealt at some
Wyoming.
length with the Russian question. He
Black .Bear Company has a total
did not production of 1,000 barrels a month in
declared that Austria-Hungar- y
desire a meter of territory nor a cen- the Salt Creek field.
from Russia and
time of Indemnity
The Ohio Company's rig is up in the
thought there were not differences
north Moorcroft field and a winter
enough in the Russian and German camp has been established.
to jusviewpoint of
W. S. Tarbell and others recently
tify an abandonment of the negotia- organized the I. X. L. Oil and Refining
Brest-Lltovstions now In progress at
Company, having holdings in ColoraThe Polish question, he declared, must do, Kansas, Wyoming and Oklahoma,
not delay the bringing about of peace with a total acreage of 6.700 In the
bv a singla day.
four states.

Origin of "Assassin."
The drug hashish or Indian hemp,
for which Kgptlnns will pay such a
high price, has given us our word,
'assassin." These desperadoes form
ed originally a secret society In Persia, relutes London Chronicle, in the
eleventh century, members of which
were under a vow of blind obedience
to their chief. They were culled upon
to perpetrate the most atrocious deeds.
anil before these ruflluns were gent
out to perform their grewsome tasks
they were given hushlKh, by which
they were thrown into a kind of ecstasy or Intoxication. Hence they were
called "Hashlshin," meaning hemp- eaters. The word became part of
Western lmiguws, but was changed
Into "assassins."

A jREEONW LSON PLANS
CZERNIN ASSERTS NEITHER TER.
RITORY NOR INDEMNITY WILL
BE ASKED OF RUSSIA.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
has been a household remedy all over
the civilized world for more than half
a century for constipation, Intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
depressed feeling that accompanies
such disorders. It is a most valuable
remedy for Indigestion or nervous dyspepsia and liver trouble, bringing on
headache, coming up of food, palpitation of heart and many other symptoms. A few doses of August Flower
will Immediately relieve you. It Is a
gentle laxative.
Ask your druggist.
Sold In all civilized countries. Adv.

WOMEN OF
MIDDLE AGE
Need Help to Pats the Crisis Safely Proof that Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound
Can be Relied Upon.
Urbana, 111. "During Change of Lifev
in addition to its annoying symptom, I
Baa an attacx ox
grippe which lasted
all winter and left
me in a weakened
condition. I felt at
times that I would
never be well again.

read 01 Livaia r
Pinkhara's Veg-

X

etable

Compound

and what it did for

women passing
through the Chang
of Life, so I told my
doctor I would try
it. I soon began to
gain in strength
and the annoying

avmntoms dis

appeared and your Vegetable Compound
has made me a well, strong woman so
I do all my own housework. I cannot
recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound too highly to women
passing through the Change of Life."
Mrs. Frank Henson, 13168. Orchade

St, Urbana,

111.

Women who suffer from nervousness,
"heat flashes," backache, headaches
and "the blues" should try this famous
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound,
Had Similar Failing.
Mistress It's only fair to warn you,
Bridget, that my husband swears a
little sometimes.
Bridget That's all right, mum. So
do I. Life.
The Big Problem.
Probably one of our knottiest war
problems 1r to lind out how to make a
womun believe she looks putrlotic In
hiHt year's clothes.
BtoppKcs, of tbe bowels
Hon cuttle
die of paralrMS of tbs
bowels sjid being's, reached tusa gross
sil OÜier bowel troubles
Dr. David Roberts
LAXOTOHIO. Price XOs
fed dry on toe tongue will

Where Canes Are Popular.
oTercoms
paieljslsaxid stoppage of tbe bowels
There is probably no country In the
thus SToldlns drenching which. Is
dungeroas In Itself.
world where the use of walking sticks
Rrsd the Prscticsl Home VetcrksTtss)
Is so general as In the United KingSees Iter frM baaklet B abartla. la Cews
no dealer In roar town, write
dom. Practically every man carries a If. OliaJ lossrtl' lit.IfCo.
100 irisa
Ins IiMiiU. Wis,
enne, not only in the towns and cities,
but also in the country; und, In additablets
rOSI COLO
tion, there Is a large demand for walkAMD LA ORIPPI lEgi i
o rood ,ob can affordl. In).! and aaa
ing sticks for women, these being used
iSold by besl i
extensively in the country and at sea'smjwusTW
side resorts, but not to a great extent
In the cities.
VII
f I N Ington.U.C. BooIls free. High.
Tlie winter months are always rainy I H I sssll I W SSI retereneee. Best resolta.
and even during the summer the weather is often very unsettled, so that the
use of umbrellas Is also- - unusually
great.
These conditions have made
of umbrellas and
the manufacture
walking sticks an important Industry
In the British isles.

ma,

" eLr3

WTj

Denver Directory
b.X

Make the laundress happy that's Bed
Cross Rag Blue. Makes beautiful,
clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

Not So Much Work.
Wllllum, have you broken another glass?
William Yes, sir; but I was very
fortunate this time. It only broke In
two pieces.
Mr. Bangor So you cull that "fortunate," do you?
William Tes, sir; you can't imagine
what a bother It Is to pick them up
when they break Into a hundred pieces.

The Piaffe River Caffle Co.

Mr. Bangor

Cheap notoriety Is dear nt any price.

SELF DEFENSE
Defeat Backache and Kidney
Trouble With Anuric
Many people In this section have suffered from rheumatism and kidney trouble
and have found that Anuric was the most
successful remedy to overcome these

painful and dangerous ailments.
The lucky people are those who have
suffered, but who are now well because
they needed nature's warning signal In
time to correct their trouble with that
wonderful new discovery of Dr. Pierce's
(double strength). You
"
called
should promptly heed these warnings,
Home of which are dizzy spells, backache,
irregularity of the urine or the painful
twinges of rheumatism, sciatica or lumbago. To delay may make possible the
dangerous forms of kidney disease, such
as diabetes or stone In the bladder. If you
want quick relief buy It now, 60 cents, all
druggists, or send Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., 10c for trial pkg. This
will prove that "Anuric1 eliminates uric
acid as hot water melts sugar.

t

Us.

"Sjk

715E.

I

PURE BRED HEREFORD
BULLS FOR SALE
Ones, twos and threes.
See or write us before buying.

Hfe? tí
"wkitt?

Bdtón. Demr,

Kodaks DEVELOPING
ndforPRINTING
ftsl
Bend
Catslofros
Finishing Price List. Tba Dwnr fWe HaUriaia C
Ksehk Cs.. 2 1Mb ItrseL Desrer. Cebras

Eastaes

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
YOU GET STRONG, if you're s tired-oa- t
or "run - down
woman, with Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
And, if you suffer from any "female complaint"
or disorder, yoa
get well.
these two things
to build up women's strength,
and to cure women's ailments
this is the best medicine to benefit or cure.
The "Prescription" regulates and promotes all the natural functions, never
conflicts
with them, and is perfectly
harmless in any condition of the female
system.
It brings refreshing sleep, and
restores health and vigor. All druggists.

Fop

Liquid or tablets. Tablets 60c.
If you eat the right foods, and not too
much of them, the poisons in your system can be kept down and thrown out by
taking a natural laxative, such as that
composed

of

juice

of aloes,

root of jalap, ano: long sold by druggists
as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.

oSDéroiiSi
that's what thousands of fanners
say. who have none from the V. S. to
settle on homesteads or bur land in Westers
Canada. Canada's Invitation to every industrious worker to settle in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta is especially attractive. She wants
farmers to make money and nappy, prosperous homes for themselves
by helping her raise immense wheat crops to feed the world.

You Can Get

a Homestead of 160 Acres Free

or other lands at very low prices. Where you am bay Brood farm
land at S15 to f 30 per acre that will raise 20 to 45 bushels of S2 .
wheat to the acre it's easy to become prosperous. Canadian farmers
also grow wonderful crops of ata, Barley aad Flax. Mixed Farming is fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent
grasses, full of nutrition, are trie only looa required either
for beef or dairy purpose. Good schools and churches
markets convenient, climate excellent Write for literature
and Darticulara as to reduced railway rates to Sunt of Im

'

migration, Ottawa. Canada, or to
W. V. BENNCTT
Beans 4, Bee Bldo., Omaha. Nek. .
Canadian Government Agent

Estancia

News-Heral- d
Published 'every ThnrdF

J. A. CONSTANT.Editorand Owlier.
Entered
eeeond ele.es matter JenBeryll,
907, In the poetottloe at BatencU. N. M., under
toe Aot or (Jontrreeior Heron . IWJ.

NEED BIGHERDS

MODE MONEY

Europe's Meat Supply Must Come

The Torrance county bank deposits continue to climb. The
published reports of the banks
for Sept 11,1917, showed total
deposits in the county of
divided between banking
towns as follows:
$219,504.29
Estancia.
116.061.85
Willard
81,893.70
Mountainair
43,105.63
Encino
The reports for Dec. 31, 1917,
show total deposits of $574,199.88,
an increase of $113,634 41. The
deposits on Dec. 31 were divided
between the banking towns as

From America.

$i.60 peryt&rin advance

Subscription

DIRECTORY

PROFESSIONAL

Torrance County Abstract Co.
A. R. POOL, Manager

ESTANCIA,

Warring Nations Have Depleted Llva
Stock at Enormous Rate, Eve.l
Killing Dairy Cattle For Food.

American stock breeders are being
N. MEX.
Fifteen years experience as an Ab- asked to conserve their flocks and
stracter. See us before placing; your herds In order to meet Europe's treorders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
mendous demands for meats during
the war and probably for many years
T.
afterward.
The United States food adminisPhysician and Surgeon
tration reports that American stock
Office in rear of Estancia Savings Bank raisers have shown a disposition to
Building
with the government In Increasing the nation's supply of live
ESTANCIA. N. M.
.

WICIIMAN

DR. II.

D. S. KING

County Surveyor
Agrimensor de Condado
Mcintosh, N. M.
W. H. MASON
Physician and

Optician

REFRACTING A SPECIALTY

North Main St..

Estancia, N.M.

C.J. Amble

,

Physician and Surgeon

practice and eoosultetion.
Treating
of Eyes and Fitting of (t lasses a Speeislty.
Office at Drug Store
MOUNTAINAIR. N. 11
Office

Chas. F Easley

Chas. R. Easley

EASLEY & EASLEY
Attorneys at Law
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept.
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
SANTA FE. N. M.

FRED H. AYERS
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Of Am honra

B

stock.
Germany today Is probably better
supplied with live stock than any other European nation. When the German armies made their big advance
Into France and then retreated virtually all the cattle in the Invaded
1,800,000
approximately
territory
head were driven behind the German
lines.
But in England where 2,400,000
acres of pasture lands have been turned Into grain fields the cattle herds
are decreasing rapidly. One of the
reasons apparently Is the declining
maximum price scale adopted by the
English as follows: For September,
$17.70 per 100 pounds ; October, $17.28 ;
November and December, $16.08: Jan'
larv, $14.40. The effect of these prices
was to drive beef animals on the mar
ket as soon as possible.
In France the number of cattle as'
well as the quality have shown an
enormous decline during the war.
Where France had 14,807,000 head of
cm tie in 1013, she now hás only 12,- 311,900, a decrease of 16.6 per cent
And France Is today producing only
one gallon of milk compared to two
and one-hal- f
gallons before the war.
Denmark and Holland have been
forced to sacrifice dairy herds for beef
because of the lack of necessary feed.
Close study of the European mea?
situation has convinced the Food Administration that the future problem
of America lies largely In the production of meat producing animals and
dairy products rather than In the production of cereals for export when
the war will have ceased.

40 a m to 4 :80p m

Plans are progressing; rapidly
for the organization of a state
wide bean growers association.
This work is being; pushed by the
Extension Department of the
state.
Plans are to work in Torrance
county on Feb.
Meetings will be held atMoriarty,
Mountainair and Estancia. Estancia Feb. 19, Moriarty Feb. 20,
Mountainair Feb. 21. Other districts will be visited if possible.
These meetings will be addressed by C. A. McNabb, government market specialist. Mr.
McNabb has had a large experience in marketing of farm produce and live stock, and no
farmer or stockman can afford
not to hear him.
Let's get together and make
these meetings a success and
let's form an organization of
bean growers in order that in
years to come there will not arise
crises like there is at the present time.
It is principally the growers'
fault that pintos are where they
are on the market today. So it
is up to them, the growers, to
get busy. So even though you
do not believe in a state wide organization, make it a point to be
present at one of these meetings
to hear these matters discussed.
Remember the dates, Estancia
Feb. 19, Moriarty Feb. 20, Mountainair Feb. 21.
Signed R. L. STRONG.
County Agricultural Agent.
Last Call for

Stock

I wish to state that we will
probably have our last meeting

$460,-565.4-

7,

NEW MEXICO

BRITISH

GOVERNMENT

C

1

up-to-da-

$279,243,05
Estancia
152,919.83
Willard
87,297.00
Mountainair
54,740.00
Encino
Every bank in the county
shows an increase.

GERMAN

ALIENS

J. Korber & Co,

All German alien enemies are

required to register between
February 4th at 6 A. M. and
February 9th it 8 P. M. 1918.
It is earnestly desired to secure the registration of all such
persons and the Department has
directed the widest publicity given this requirement.
All natives, citizens, denizens
or subjects of the German Empire, or Imperial German Government, being males of the age
of 14 years and upwards who are
in the United States and not
actually naturalized as American
citizens are required to register
as alien enemies.
To commence at six A. M.
on February 4th, 1918,, and to
continue on each day successively thereafter between the hours
of six A. M. and eight P. M. ,
up to and including the 9th day
of February, 1918, at eight
o'clock P. M.
The
Place of Registration:
nearest postoffice of the alien,
except Roswell,
Albuquerque,
and Santa Fe, where the alien
must register with the Chief of

te

AT ON6E

MUST REGISTER
.

te

up-to-da-

follows:

Saturday and all details explained by Mr. Kenyon of TyPAY FOR BREAu rone, Oklahoma, for the benefit
HELPS
B. Swing'
of those who did ' not hear
DENTIST
ESTANCIA . . NEW MEX.
There has been much misunder the statements and facts rensometimes outbf town first of week, standing about the bread program In dered by him about three weeks
but always in Estancia office Friday England. It Is true that the English ago.
He is able to explain
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers buildine man bn.yg a loaf of bread for less than everything from the beginning
an American can, but It is poorer
bread,, and the British government Is to the end concerning this methW. DRAYTON WASSON
paylo g $200,000,000 a year toward the
od of business and I sincerely
cost of it
Attorney at Law
hope that every farmer in this
AM the grain grown In Great Brit-vicinity will spare a little time
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico al Is taken over by the government
at 'an arbitrary price and the imported
ESTANCIA A NEW MEX.
wtieat purchased on the markets at go to hear the absolute facts and
th e prevailing market price. This Is then say: "Boys, she's a good Police.
turned over to the mills by the govern project and I'm going to take
RESTAURANT
inent at a price that allows the adul
Rev. W. J. Waltz, for more
Chili and Short Orders
terated war bread loaf of four pounds some stock to help boost for the
to sell at 18 cents, the two pound loaf wisest, fairest and best proposi
than a year past pastor of the M
Pigola Bread
at 9 cents and the one pound loaf at 6 tion that has ever confronted the
E. church at Belen, has been
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof cents.
asked to become pastor of the
(Jakes and Pies
In France, udder conditions some people of Estancia valley."
This method of business is not Estancia M. E. church, and has
what similar, but with a larger ex
J. R. WASH.
traction, the four pound loaf sells for baiting a trap for you or your accepted.
He preached here
families to lead you into the dark last Sunday, ' but returned to
Raymond T. Sanchez 18 cents.
and obtain something for noth Belen Monday afternoon, and
General Merchandise MAKING MEATLESS
ing. It is only offering you a will return in about two weeks.
PERMANENT.
DAYS
Wagon Yard
helping hand to work for you Mr. and Mrs. Waltz are past midAll Kinds of Feed
meatless menu, there Is a fer and your families' interests and dle life and their children are
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M, tileInthe
'field for developing new and nourlshl) íg dishes, according to E. H. Nile, to give you the very best results grown and gone from the parentAlso V on right hip, wrU ing in the Hotel Gazette, who be on the goods you obtain and the
al roof. Mr, Waltz has had long
cross on right shoullief es that Use present shortage of products you sell.
We have experience in the ministry, and
der, XX on left hip. me)
with
will
not
end
the
it and fats
Ranee 6 miles north coi oing
ot peace, but may grow more proof from bankers who can we believe will prove to be the
1 mile west of Lucy.
act
jte
and continue for five or six truthfully say that their stock in right man for this charge.
Notify Mm. S. A. y
ars, thus making It worth while to
Edmrtnria Jtr Cn..
equities have paid them
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above df velop menus of grain, vegetables these
brands strayed from range.
The Rt;J Cross county officers
ai id fish on a mare or less permanent more dividends than twice the
t
slg. Meat can be replaced by cereals amount in bank stock.
This will have a meeting at M. E,
üd other protein foods, or may be
just as church Saturday afternoon, Feb.
i .served in very small portions as a fla business is conducted
voring for other food, in making up safely as the banking business,
2nd. Everybody invited to atmeatless menus this author finds our
We offer you something for tend.
American Creole and southern cuisine
Agent for
your money invested, and if you
a broad field for Investigation.
According to a San fa Ana pa
farmers will get your beads to
and invest a little money per this is the way tl ey do it in
gether
For Sale,
CONTINENTAL OILS
in the business, you certainly California;
160 acres fine farm land. 8 will be surprised at the Rood re
George M. Maag, Orange, owns
ro ilea west of town, fenced, well, sults.
$40.000 ranch, mortgaged, deedno better in the valley.
Terms
So be at the meeting Saturday, ed to him by his father last May
on part.
See Ira L. Ludwick, buy some stock and go home re after several years work on it by
ow ner.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
him. Produced $3,000 last year.
joicing.
Department of the Interior,
This probably will be my last Each of four brothers got farms
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
urgent request and I firmly be under same conditions. Dr. Ball
tl
December 24, 1917.
will lieve it my duty to explain these said that Maag's brothers could
Encino
people
Cress
Red
Notice is hereby given that Bonifat :io
bring stuff here to be sent away things to you, and l am" sure I hire the work done and Took after
Vigil, of Torreón, New Mexico, wl
en May 19, 1910, and April 28, 19 17) Saturday, and it is desired that would not advise my friends of the ranch if George went to war.
made homestead entries. Nos. 01s km everything: .possible be brought Torrance county wrong or insist Claim denied.
Put in Class Al.
and 032538, for Lots 1, 2 and 4, See cion in to send at Xhe same time.
on you
investing your hard
SOON OVER HIS COLD.
13, Township 6 North, Range 6
E ast,.
earned money if I did not think
Everyone speaks well of Chamber
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notic a
of
great benefit to you lain's Cough Remedy after having used
intention to make final
There w
another snow of it would be of
it. Mrs. George Lewis, Pittsfield, N.
Proof, to establish claim to the iai id
families.
three or four inches Saturday and your
Y., has this to say regarding it: "Last
decribed, before Neal Je nso a.
appreciate
ftx
the
I
number
of
night, witk some cold weather
. U. S. Commissioner,
winter my little boy, five years old,
at Estancia ' Ni
Mexico, on February 9, 1918.
following, hot the past fe w days subscribers received and hope was sick with a cold for two or three
every farmer in the valley weeks. I doctored him and used variClaimant names as witness ef .:
have been lane with much thaw that
Adolfo VlgiL Elfido Chavez y L uc- will become a co operative man. ous cough medicines but nothing did
iro.
Today
the
ing
and
brid
roads.
Pablo Torre, y VigiK Manuel Ot
Wishing you one and all success, bim much good until I began using
all of Torreón, New Mexico.
rheumatics auy another si'orm
He
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Truly yours,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Reg la
is coming the.v "feel it in their
then improved rapidly and in a few
L.
FRED
BURftUSS,
adv
days was over bis cold,"
bones."
Secretary.
ESTANCIA,

Uncle Sam says we must produce a large quantity of farm
way
products and the
is with a Tractor and
Farm Machinery.
We carry a large stock on hand
and shall be pleased to have
you call and see us or write us

Albuquerque's Large Hardware Store

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
visions of this section shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
An Ordinance to amend
and shall, upon conviction there'
dinance No. 12, approved June of, be fined each the sum of not
6th, 1910, entitled "An Ordi- less than 25 dollars nor more
nance to regulate the sale of in- than 50 dollars and costs for
toxicating liquors in the Village each offense, and upon second
conviction for such violation, the
of Estancia."
proprietor or proprietors so conBe it ordained by the Trustees victed a second time shall be
Village
of the
of Estancia, New fined not less than $50, nor more
than $100, and costs.
Mexico:
Section two:
Section one:
,
This ordinance shall be in full
Ordinance No. 20.

Or-

That it shall be unlawful for
any proprietor or proprietors engaged in the business described
in Section one of Ordinance No.
12 of the Village of Estancia,
New Mexico, to permit his place
of business in this village to be
open before the hour of 6 A. M.,
or to remain open after the hour
of 8 P.M.; and any proprietor
or proprietors violating the pro

force and effect from and after
the date of its passage and the
date of its last publication, as
provided by law.
Approved this 23rd day of Jan. ,
1918,

C. E. EWING,

Mayor.
H. C. WILLIAMS,
Village Clerk.
First publication Jan. 24, 1918.
Last publication Feb. 14, 1918.

Valley Furniture Co
Now open for business. We will be glad to
have you call at any time and look over our
stock. You will always be welcome. First
door south of Estancia Auto Co.

-

S. N. Jenson

O. W. Bay

ESTANCIA, N. M.

ENCINO STATE BANK
ENCINO,
NEW MEXICO

Chas, Sawey

CAPITAL

25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans a specialty. We invite
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.

BRRNET FREILINGER

AND GAS

The Land Man

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

ESTHNeiH,

OC4
0

Neal Jenson

U. S. Commissioner

five-ye-

0

N. M.

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent

M

Estancia,
New Mexico
-H

HOO

--

io

9

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST
Hot and cold baths at Fenley'e
barber shop.
adv.
For long term farm loans see
H. V. Lipe.
Hogs wanted. See Caussey &
Woods at White Rose Cafe.
For Sale, yearling and two
year-olHereford Bulls. The
litsworth Company, Capitán, N,
d

M.

C. E. Davenport of Encino is
the member for Torrance county
of the state war savings

Julius Meyer was in Estancia
yesterday on his way home from
Albuquerque.
He reports his
cattle in fine shape.
The weather bureau announces
that you can get weather forecasts from the central telephone
office about 9 o'clock each morning.
For sale cheap, 1 good work
team, 1 mare with foal, 1 good
milk cow. Inquire of Leo Douglas or Farmers and Stockmens

'Bank.
Di. Carter

B. Dean, who has
been visiting his daughter, Mrs.
R. N. Maxwell and family, left
Monday for his home at Monte-vallMissouri.

All members of the Order
Eastern Star are requested to be
present at a call meeting to vote
on an amendment to the bylaws,
Thursday, Feb. 7, at 7 o'clock
p. m.
A. J. Green, Howard Payne
arid Arthur Boyd were in Albuquerque the first of the week on

They were accombusiness.
panied on the trip by Mr. Newberry, a cattle man from Texas.
The price on Chevrolet cars
has advanced $50. We can deliver three cars secured at other
agencies at the old price of $725.
First orders get the cars. People's Store, Moriarty, N. M.
P. L. Brown, dealer in junk-ir- on,
bone, rags, brass anything
in the junk line. Will pay highest market price delivered in Estancia. Also agent for Indiana
silo of Texas.
For site, ripe Spanish onions
five and a half cents per pound,
express prepaid. No order taken for less than 75 pounds.
Cheaper in large quantities.
If
interested, write. R. R. Bridg-er- s,
adv.
Pojuaque, N. Mex.
Strayed, 1 bay mare, left ear
down, branded SE on left hip,
FM on left shoulder; 1 brown
colt, 18 mo. old, dim L on left
Suitable reward for
shoulder.
information. Howard Ogilvie,
Estancia.
recently appointed market specialist for the
State of New Mexico, stopped
over for a Bhort time with County Agent Strong on Monday
Mr. McNabb is workevening.
ing at present on market conditions pertaining to the pinto
beans.
C.

A.

McNabb,

A good bean
Young.

farm for rent.

Ben

Miss Chance Evans returned
from Texas Tuesday.
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Santa Fe
county, came down yesterday-ToRapkoch has won a prize
as an agent of the National Surety Co.
Jenson & Pace shipped out two
cars of beans of 60,000 pounds
each, this week.
Basket leaves Fenley's barber
Bhop for Imperial Laundry every
Tuesday morning.
Por sale, 1917
Ford car in first class condition.
See Dr. C. E. Ewing.
adv
Estancia bean buyers are this
week paying 7c for recleaned, no
charge for recleaning.
J. C, Starkey, of Mcintosh, is
He is in the
now a corporal.
ammunition train at Camp
Kearney.
The M. E, Ladies' Aid will
give a chicken dinner in the old
Tuttle building', Saturday, Feb
ruary 9th.
Postmaster
Allman has re
ceived his blanks for registering
enemy aliens, and they are expected to be on hand Feb. 4th.
For sale, work horses, mares,
and saddle horses, part broke,
part unbroke. Fair size. G. W.
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh.
J. F. Lasater has so far im
proved that he now comes and
goes about as usual. He says
they now let him have about
enough to eat, such as it is.
Filing on the Forest land west
of here has been quite lively,
and a number of parcels now
have filings two or three deep.
J. R. Marsh returned this
morning from El Paso.
He and
C. L. Riley took a car of beans
down there. Mr. Marsh sold out
to Mr. Riley and came home.
It is now said that the govern
ment will not take over the N.
M. C. railroad, which leaves the
people who buy it free to go
ahead with their improvement
plans.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Tate ar
rived Monday, to visit relatives
and see what kind of a climate
They have been in
!
have.
Florida some time, where they
went for Mr. Tate's health, but
that did not seem to be the right
place. Mrs. Tate is a sister of
Gene Madole.

the adiourned term,
Medler presiding.
Ana countv murder
taken up tomorrow.
attorneys in attendance are
Prichard and Judge Wright of
Santa Fe, and W. C. Heacock of
Albuquerque.
W. E. Cawlfield was in town
yesterday for the first time since
the accident by which his leg
was broken close to the hip joint.
He goes on crutches. The leg is
sufficiently well so that he can
use it, but is too short, and he
will have to use some sort of a
blocking up scheme for his shoe.
The former break in the same
place shortened it a little, and
this one shortened it a little
more.

irroeeries hero, the whole long year,
(tugar clear t bean.
here's the store with goods galore, from
soaps to greens.
s
goods in cans are
brands, oar
Ourketchup
proper stuff.
and broakfaat flakes.
eraelters. cakes,
and Snuff.
cloves and spice and coffee
and
rice
and
EKgt
is ground.
, peas, soap, prunes, and cheese, and
Raisins by the pound.
that'a washable and ironable, we do it
the kind that SUITS, we with surprising celerity and satisfacYeast andthefruits,
best on earth.
tion. Our methods are superior to all
elect the stock that none can knock, and get competitors and we specialize in gener
your money s wortu.

Anything on the List

Neis Frostenson

Notice

Abstracts.

They Will Never Be

Roberson Abstract Company,
Mrs. Duensing of El Paso came incorporated, announces revision

up Saturday for a visit with her of its prices effective Jan. 1,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Rob 1918, on all orders filed on or aferts, and her sister, Mrs. L. A, ter said date.
Rousseau.
This company is incorporated
Ed W. Lockyear was here last under the laws of this state, and
week making a short visit with the law makes an abstract certihis uncle, Ben Young. He was fied to as correct by its secretary
on his way from Camp Kearney, and under its corporate seal eviCalifornia, to Winfield, Kansas, dence of the matters thereby
his former home.
He enlisted shown same as Public Records of
in Colorado, but after getting Torrance county. Ralph G. Robinto training developed a physi erson, Secretary.
cal disability, and was given a
conditional discharge.
If he
For Sale or Trade
gets well he will go back.
H. C. Keen shipped six cars
1917 model Harley Davidson
of cattle Saturday to T. J. Hunt, motorcycle with side car, in good
See Mrs. Kuykendall
La Cuervo, New Mexico. There repair.
were 235 head 200
Grassham.
cows and 35 calves, all black
They were fine cattle
polled.
and ought to have remained in
Milk Cows for Sale.
the county, but Mr. Keen is a
dealer, he got his price, and it Fifteen to twenty head of cows
was the proper thing for him to and heifers, some fresh now,
He has a hundred most of balance fresh in spring,
sell them.
head of the same kind left, and all good milk stock, cream sepno doubt will get more when he arator good as new, 1 section of
finds the right bunch at the right harrow, 1 good brood mare, 2
work horses. A. J. James, 8
price.
J. F. Bigbee and Mr. and Mrs. miles west, 6 miles south of
J. W- Slack came in from Encino
Mr. Big- the first of the week.
bee reports h3 cattle doing well
M. E. LADIES' AID
Mr. Slack
and no losses so far.
M.
E. Ladies' Aid met on
The
is to do the building for the Bond
Co. at Encino, and he was look January 24, at the home of Mrs.
ing for workmen to put on the Mason with a large attendance.
job.
He took back with him Mrs. Spitzmesser was a guest.
Tern -- .eatz, Walter Miller, Ed The Aid decided to give a chickGawdy and Mr. and Mrs. Charley en dinner February 9th at the
After th'e
Fisher, people who came from old Tuttle building.
Mr. Slack business meeting the hostess, asWyoming recently.
bought Jim Walker's cement sisted by Mrs. Kelly served dainNext meeting
Mr. Bigbee is ty refreshments.
block machine.
February 14 at the home of Mrs.
attending court.
Fish.
Juan' Sanchez y Padilla of
Manzano was shot accidentally
Card of Thanks.
with his own revolver while on
wish
to express our heartWe
company
with his
horseback in
brother-in-lanear Padillas last felt thanks and appreciation to
night.
The gun, a Colt 45, fell the people of Estancia and surto the ground and went off. The rounding community for their
bullet smashed a small bone in service and expressions of symPadilla's right leg. His brother-in-la- pathy to us in our bereavement
took him to the home of in paying our last respects to our
a relative on South First street, little son, "Jack."
Sorrowfully,
where Dr. E. M. Clayton attend
Mr. and Mn. G. P. Rayborn.
ed to him. Albuquerque Herald.

Cheaper
Perfumes are never going to be cheaper,
and they are sure to be much higher.
You would save money by buying a sup- ply for the future.

'

Estancia Drug Company

$360.00

f o. b.

Detroit

Valley Ruto Qo.
ESTANCIA, N.

M.

-

The Farmer's Friend
Tell us your needs; wcare here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.

Mountainair State Bank, uounntaminair'
STRENGTH and SERVICE

New Goods

w

A large shipment of new hosiery and dry
goods received this week. Come in and
look them over.

w

PREFERS

KEMP BROS.

CHAMBERLAIN'S.

"In the course

There is more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and for years it was supposed to be Incurable. Doctors prescribed
local remedies, and by constantly failing
to cure with local treatment, pronounced
it incurable. Catarrh is a local disease,
greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
remedy, is taken internally and acts
thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. One Hundred Dollars reward is offered for any case that Hall's
Catarrh Medicine fails to cure. ScMd for
circulars and testimonials.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druirgists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

I be Brothers
MOTOR CAR
ESTANCIA AUTO GO.

A. T. COCHRAN

PartsSupplies and Repairs

Agents for Torrance County.

GROCERIES, FRESH MEATS, FLOUR,
FEED AND HAY
Our store has but

Confidence the Result of Strength
The strength of this bank is the direct result of itB efficient management,
ample resources and capital. The conüdence of tbe poople is the result of
tbe strength and unquestioned safety which the bank assure its depositors
and patrons . Ever stuce its establish men t the bank has gradually Brown in
strength and also in the esteem of the people. We invite tno accounts of all
who appreciate safety for their money and careful, efficient service.

ONE PRICE TO ALL.

SPEeiHL:

Highest Patent Flour,

$fo

Straight Banking!
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
Experienced management and largo financial resources at our command.

per hundred

Capital and Surplus $25,000.00
We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits

Torrance County Savings Bank

Good
Right

In Valley Hotel Building.

"All

JWPhone orders given prompt attention

Meat and

RIGHT HERE

in

of a conversation
with Chamberlain Medicine Co's representative today, we had occasion to
discuss in a general way the merits of
their difiere', t preparations. At his
suggestion I take pleasure in expressing my estimation of Chamberlain's
I have a family of
Cough Remedy.
six children and have used this remedy
with Judge in
my home for years. I consider it
The Dona the only cough remedy on the market,
case will be as I have tried nearly all kinds." Earl
Among the C. Uoss, Publisher Hamilton County
Syracuse. Kan. adv
Col. Republican-New-

Feb. 12, "The Little
Liar." Pastime.

c

Feb. 9, Robert Warwick
Man." Pastime.

al household work. We help to make
the home more comfortable with clean
linen at a very low cost, and give you
the same service as our home trade.
SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY

J. E. Hinman, Agent, 2 doors north
of postoffice.

The Oldest Bank

To Farmers
and Stockmen
letter heads and envelopes?
It looks more like business, and costs but a trifle, if any,
Come to the
more than buying in 0c and 25c lots.
office and see about it.
Why not have neat printed

News-Heral-

Torrance County

Juan S. Jaramillo
Merchandise
Dealer in General
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

Why should you be behind merchants and professional
men in the matter of stationery for your correspondence?

1

in

Willard, New Mexico

d

I carry Roofing Paper, Baling Wire, Wall Paper, Gasoline Oil, 5 Gallon Cana, Shoes. A Specialty in Silk
Scarfs, Silk Waists, and Silk Fringe Shawls up to

ft

i Torreón,

N. Mex.

f4i

eg

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED
RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

NEWS HEEALD.

FOREIGN
' The proposal to

close the port of
London to merchant shipping has created strong opposition front London
commercial interests.
Great Britain calls upon the United
States for 76,000,000 bushels more
wheat. This was one of the most Im
portant statements which Lord Rbond-da- ,
the British food controller, made
In an interview.
Reports received in Copenhagen
from Vienna, as forwarded by the Exchange Telegraph correspondent, Indicate that 200,000 men there are still
on strike, and that the atrike continues in Budapest.
Little news has come from Germany
on tbe political situation there, but it
is Indicated that the Austrian emper
or Is not unmindful that the trouble In
bis own land may force Emperor Wil
liam to change his attitude toward tbe
peace negotiations.
Count von Hertling, the Gesman

ORE PRODUCTION

NEW MEXICO

STATE NEWS
Western Newapapr Union Nawa Service
COMINO EVENTS.
S
Feb.
New Mexico Electrical As
sociation meeting; at Silver City.

convention at

March
Stockmen'
Koawftll
4
March
Annual meetlnir New
Mexico Cattle T and Ho rae Uroweri
Anuncia f ton ii r a a VstirfiH.
March. 1918 Wool Urowvn' convention
at Jioawell.
Clayton is boring for artesian water.
Dentina has ordered a 17.400 fire

Stop
That

1917 WILSON DECREES

OUTPUT IN NEW MEXICO WORTH
ALMOST $35,000,000.

U.S. WAR RATIONS

Copper Most Valuable and 8hews Bli
Increase Zinc, Gold and Sliver
Decrease.

ANOTHER WHEATLE88 DAY AND
MORE MEATLESS MEALS AN
NOUNCED BY PRE8IDENT.

Wnalarn Newnpspnr Union New. Servir.

Cold At Once
CASCARA

i

j$ QUININE

The old family remedy fat tablet
form aac, aura, easy to take No
opiate
no unpleaaaat after effects.
Cure cold in 24 hour
Grip fa S
beckif itfeila. Oettha
day, adawymna
am
Dots vita
Red Top and Mr.
Hill' picture on it
24 Tableta for 2fc.
M Any Drug Stewa

Santa Fe. The metal ore produc
tion or New Mexico the past year FULL TEXT OF MESSAGE
reached almost $35,000,000
or about
one-hal- f
tbe value of the agricultural
production of the state. The United
SAYINGS, DOINGS. ACHIEVE
States geological survey gave out the CONTINUED ECONOMY IN U8E OF
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
figures as reported by Special Agent
8UGAR AND ALL F00D8TUFF8
Justifiable Ignorance.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Charles W. Henderson.
The gold pro
truck.
The Newcomer Did you ever shoot
URGED IN PROCLAMATION.
duction amounted to $1,010,000; silver
to
Clayton
Is
bava
Is
It
stated that
a man?
WMUra Nwapapr Union n.w. service.
1,208,000
ounces;
8.340,000
lead,
a third bank.
Aye.
The
pounds; copper, 104,500,000
pounds;
ABOUT THE WAS
Mrs. V. K. Reynolds, postmlstresi
Nrwupaper Union New Servlcs.
Vr'tttlrn
did it feel like?"
"What
27,900,000
sine,
pounds,
recoverable
A new contingent of Portuguese
Springer, bas been
"I dlnna ken. He never spoke
Washington.
valued In all at $.13,700,000, the prochancellor. In answering the recent at
President Wilson
troops landed la France.
State retailers met at Albuquerque duction of other minerals easily
Judge.
speeches
Wilson
and
of
President
proclamation
makfollowing
sued
the
Sir Edward Canon, minister with- Premier Lloyd George, announced In and formed a strong organization.
It a total of $35,000.000.
ing
Is
This
as
food
conservation:
cabi
war
out portfolio In the British
The bome of Mr. Locke, railroad compared with $1,382,480 In gold lu
the Reichstag main committee that
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
net, baa resigned.
Many causes have contributed to
Germany would not give up Alsace- - malntalner at Corona, was destroyed 1916, when the silver production was
To half pint of water add 1 ox. Bay;
mente the necessity for a more Inten
responsible
for the Lorralne.
Tbe mine field
by fire.
1,706,274
ounces; copper, 92,747,289
Rum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
Sinking of the German destroyers
Tucumcarl 1b organizing a band un pounds; lead, 8.214,18 pounds; sine, sive effort on the part of our people and Í4 oz. of glycerine. Any druggist can
According to a Petrograd dispatch
73 and
was of German origin. to German newspapers, which was re der the leadership of a musician from 36,570,649 pounds.
to
save
may
sup
food In order that we
put this up or you can mix it at home at
This shows a deTurkey's navy bas been practically ceived by an indirect route, the Bol- Amarillo,
crease in gold production of $32, 4K0, ply our associates In the war with very little cost. Full directions for m&k.
ing and use come in each box of Barbo
wiped out by tbe loss of tbe big cruis sbevlkl have seized a portion of the
Plans are being made by the of 498.274 ounces In silver, and of the sustenance vitally necessary to Compound.
It will gradually darken
ers Bultan Sellm and Midullu.
funds of the Rumanian treasury de- Springer Red Cross Society to take $130,056 In value of silver and of near- them In these days of privation and streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
The Russian delegates to tbe Brest posited in a Moscow bank and also up surgical work.
ly 9,000,000 pounds and $2,400,000 In stress.
glossy.
will
and
not color the scalp, is not
It
The reduced productivity of
Litovsk peace conference bsve decid taken the Rumanian crown Jewels at
The New Mexico Bankers' Associa value of zinc; but an Inervase of
Kurupc because of the large diversion sticky or greasy, and does not rob off. Adv,
ed unanimously to reject the terms of Kishinev.
pounds in qmmtlty and 55.000,-00- of ninn power to
tion will hold Its annual convention in
the war, the partial
Hard on Henry.
in value of copper, ami of 126,000 failure
Comments in the French press on Santa Fé, Sept.
fered by the Germans.
of harvests and the elimination
"I'm afraid Henry Is going to be dis
pounds
In
quantity
By the sinking of two steamers by the speeches of Count Cxernln, the
$200.000
In
and
the
Tbe Farmers and Homeseekers'
of the more dlstnnt markets for food appointed with army life," remarked
the enemy In tbe Mediterranean about Austrian foreign minister, and Count week at State College was profitable value of lead.
stuffs through the destruction of ship Mr. Cobbles.
three weeka ago, 718 lives were lost, von Hertling, the German chancellor, to all who attended.
"Why so?"
ping, places the burden of their sub
vary. Some of the newspapers con
It was announced in London.
Educational Committees Named,
Dr. Craig of Fort Sumner has re"Henry was always dead set against
very largely on our shoulders.
The weekly report of Italian ship sider tne speeches mere bluff or celved a captain's commission tn the
Santa Fé. Announcement was made sistence
while others see In
Tbe food administration has formu manual labor, an' I understand nil
ping losses gives tbe sinking of only
of the standing committee of the Now
them trenches In Europe was dug by
the statements a genuine advance reserve medical corps.
lated suggestions which, if followed,
one small sailing vessel. One steam
Mexico
Educational
Association,
th
Steps
soldiers."
have
by
been
taken
farmers appointments being
toward peace.
us
ship was unsuccessfully attacked.
to
will
enable
meet this great re
made bv the presi
county for the organization
Chancellor von Hertling's- speech of aColfax
dent. Miss Isabel Erklea: Kosolutlona sponsibility, without any real incon
British casualties reported in tbe was
county farm bureau.
of
Important to Mother
In
characterized
by
London
Lord
Dr.
R.
Boyd,
David
university,
chairon
venience
our part.
week ending Jan. 21 were 17,043, di
Examine carefully every bottle of
Construction work on the $300,000 man; Miss Nina Otero Warren,
CASTOKIA,
vided as follows: Killed or died of Robert Cecil, minister of blockade, as postoffice at
Santa
that famous old remedy
In order that we may reduce our
very warlike, certainly not a peace
Santa Fé, will be started Fé; Walter B. McFarlaud, Kast Las
wounds:
ior mrunts ana emmren, ana see that it
Officers, 76; men, 2,277.
consumption
of
and
wheat
wheat
prod
next
within
the
six
weeks.
speech."
He
added
that the speech
Vegas; J. W. Riley, Hoswell;
J. L.
wounded or missing: Officers, 213;
Bears the
bad been dictated by Hindenburg and
Gilbert Espinosa of Albuquerque Swlnney, Gallup. Legislative E. L. ucts by 30 per cent a reduction Im
men, 14,477.
Ludendorff, and contained no declar has been appointed to West Point by Enloe, Silver City. Auditing John H. peratlvely necessary to provide the Signature ol(
One hundred and sixty thousand ation of policy regarding Belgium, Congressman W. B. Walton.
Vaughan, State College; Jay Conway, supply for overseas wholesalers, job in use ror over 80 Years.
Turkish troops more than 60 per cent wnlch he had always looked to as
fop Fletcher's Castorui
Tbe county commissioners
have Raton. Necrology Dr. Frank H. H. bers and retailers should purchase Children Cry
of General Faikenbayn's reorganized
test of the reality of any proposals voted $1,000 toward the expense of re Roberts, East Las Vegas; Saturnino and resell to their customers only 70
Turkish army deserted during the re- from tbe other side.
pairing the streets of Carrlzozo.
Baca, Belen. Reading circle W. D, per cent of the amounts used In 1917. QUESTION ALL MUST ANSWER
cent Journey from Constaninople to
ot alimentary
Viscount Motono, the Japanese for
Chadwick, Tucumcarl; Atanaslo Mon- - All manufacturers
county
past
Santa
during
Fé
the
Palestine, official dispatches stated.
pastes, biscuits, crackers, pastry and Time Comes When Every Man Will
eign minister, in bis speech to both fiscal year collected In taxes $102, toya, Albuquerque, one year.
During two days last week seven bouses of Parliament at Tokio, an 072.96.
breakfast
should
reduce their
cereals
Be Asked as to the Harvest He
Payments were $201,486.46,
tons of bombs were dropped on and nounced that the members of the Jap
purchases and consumption of wheat
Has Reaped.
U. 8. Highway Projects Approved.
Ross
caught
Walter
an
Immense
around tbe former German cruiser anese mission recently sent to Amer eagle In a trap
and wheat flour to 70 per cent of
near Roy. He, moas.
Santa Fé.
The State Highway their 1917 requirements, and all bak
Goeben, stranded in the Dardanelles,
ica, had after a frank exchange of
Earth
shows
her harvest la pride of
ured more than seven feet from tip to Commission bas approved federal aid ers of bread and rolls to 80 per cent
and upon the Galata airdrome, It was views established
a full mutual
fullness or regret of bitter poverty;
projects for state road construction
officially announced In London. Sev cord between Japan and the United tip.
of their current requirements.
what is ours we who also have had
Harvey B. Taylor of Farmington totalling $293,000. These include the
eral direct hits were obtained.
States in regard to military
Consumers should reduce their pur our year? As the old phrase has it,
Tesuque project, Santa Fé, ten miles,
has
appointed
by
Congressman
been
war.
In
tion
foreign
the
The
minis
Two hundred and twenty members
chases of wheat products for bome What fruits have we brought forth?
Armijo-ValleW. B. Walton to a cadetshlp at Ann' approximately
$50,000;
Mnn is not bound to the seasons as
of the crew of the British monitor ter said: "The great war which bas
apolla.
jos project, Valencia county, twenty- - preparation to at most 70 per cent of
Raglan, one of the vessels engaged in bathed Europe in blood continues and
of last year, or, when buying tilled land Is and needs no barn to
those
Alamogordo-Val-moneight
t
miles,
$81,000;
The Colfax county chapter of the
bread, should purchase mixed cereal gather his soul in when autumn comes ;
the recent action with the Turkish it would seem difficult to predict the
county, ten
project,
Otero
Red Cross is making weekly ship,
but, with the same plainness,
breads from the bakers.
cruisers Midullu and Sultan Sellm, at end."
he
miles,
$23,300;
concrete
twelve
road
ments
garments
knitted
of
to
the Den
the entrance to tbe Dardanelles, per SPORT
To provide sufficient cereal food, either does not yield the values. by
miles Bouth from Las Cruces, $139,000,
ver
headquarters.
ished, according to the casualty list
bornes, public eating places, dealers which mankind truly lives. When fall
Jack Dempsey defeated Homer
A permanent organization of the with pledge of further assistance as and manufacturers should
as announced in London.
down on summer's parting the
Fourteen
Smith in the first round at Racine,
substitute closes
greatest and the least of us have
Dona Ana Poultry Association was practicable on the remainder of this potatoes, vegetables, corn, barley,
men were wounded.
wis.
oats
twenty-twroad,
miles of which It is
XT
The closest, most exciting and real perfected at a meeting held at the desired to build at a cost of $277,700. and rice products, and the mixed either helped or hindered the permaRussia must give up Courland and
farm bureau at Las Cruces,
game of basketball
cereal bread and other products of the nent welfare of onr race. Man's own
all tbe Baltic provinces, or tbe Ger ly heart-tearinbusiness
to
Is
Increase
Justice
and
Saturday"
new
a
rorKiess
offers
bakers which contains an admixture
mans will resume military operations
ever played In Fort Collins was won
Slayer Sentenced to Pen.
kindness; to make more of patience.
and occupy Reval within a week, the by the Colorado Aggies from the Den opportunity for patriotic conservera
of other cereals.
humility and courage ; to see to it that
Raton. Two more recruits for the
of the meat which must go to Amer
ver university team.
German delegation at Brest-Lltovsconsumption
In
may
order
be
that
evil loses and that good is strengthNew
Mexico penitentiary from Colfax
negotiations informed tbe Russian
Manager C. H. Wlnginder of the ica s associates In the war.
restricted to this extent, Mondays and ened In the unending conflict of those
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Newsom's home county have been sentenced by Judge Wednesdays
representatives at tbe laBt session of University of Denver football squad
should
be
observed as forces. For the soul's harvest home
the conferees. An adjournment was nas completed negotiations, and a def on their homestead three miles south T. D. Leib. They are Joe Savant, who wheatless days each week and one It Is either
tores or wheat ; there Is no-taken until Jan. 29 to permit the Rus inite date has been set for a football east of Hagerman, together with prac pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the meal each day should be observed as fallow
ground. The sowing Is unseen
degree for the killing of a
sians to consider the German terms game with the Nebraska Cornbuskers tically all of their possessions, was de second
wheatless
meal.
of others, and the reaper, also, but the
boarding bouse keeper at Dawson sevstroyed by fire.
at Lincoln, Nov. 2.
WESTERN
In both homes and public eating core and thought that go to the grow
eral weeka ago, and Mary Slatten,
Billy Young, 1917 winner In the 108William J. Cone, a wagoner In the colored, who was convicted
places,
to
Amos B. Anderson, a ranch owner
In
ing of the crop are much the same.
reduce
con
order
the
at the re
of Wlllard, Colo., killed himself with pound class, carried off the honors at supply company of the 134th Infantry,
cent term of court of a charge of rob- sumption of beet, pork and sheep But man's own harvest Is Infinity and1
was
by
a
struck
tbe
on
Denver
service car
Athletic Club tourney In
West bery and afterwards confessed, impli products, Tuesday should be observed eternally more Important than that
a shotgun at bis sister's home near
Buxton, Iowa. He was 68 years old. the same division that he did last Pine street In Demlng, and died with
cating others. Savant was given from as meatless day in each week, one which he wrests from the field. Coyear by stopping "Whitey" Lewis of in ten minutes.
12 to 15 years, and Mary Slatten from meatless meal Bhould be observed In llier's.
Fire, believed to have started from
tbe
Points
Five
Club
In
The
the
Book
Year
of
each day; while. In addition, Saturday
second
New
the
Mexico 12 to 18 months.
an overheated steam pipe, destroyed
round of one of the prettiest battles Federation of Women's Clubs has
In each week should further be obEconomizing Time.
the packing plant of the Du Pont Pow that
bas been staged at the oonular been mailed out to the club members
served as a day upon which there
der Company at Ramsay, Mont., caus
Widow of Judge Cooley Marries.
"What will you have for dinner?"'
uienarzn swat parlors.
of the state; also a number of copies
Bhould be no consumption
of
pork
ing a loss estimated at 810,000.
affable waiter.
asked
the
Santa Fé. The friends of the late
were sent to other states.
"Go ahead and bring what you are
Alford W. Cooley, who was on the Su products.
The government will take over 30 GENERAL
A continued economy in the use of serving
That the children of New Mexico preme bench of New Mexico In the
today," replied the hungry
A flood reported in the upper Rhine
per cent of all the wheat flour milled
In Minnesota, in order to secure suf valley bas Inundated the city of Co- can send a carload of sugar to France Roosevelt administration, will be In sugar will be necessary until later In man. "Don't make me guess."
quantities of pro is tbe Idea of State Food Administra terested to learn that his widow, who the year.
ficient supply for export to our allies, logne, destroying
tor R. C. Ely, presented to the people went to Boston from Silver City, was
"Certainly," says the average man.
It is imperative that all waste and
tbe State Food Administration
an visions.
All New York newspapers were put ot Clayton during the "Conservation
nounced at Minneapolis.
married In New York city to Frederic unnecessary consumption all sorts of "If all the tools were dead our ideas
Day
meeting.
on
a
would soon become universal."
an issue basis. Increase
M. Stone.
foodstuffs should be rigidly eliminated.
Expulsion of I. W. W.'s from mem
The production for the Mogollón
The maintenance of the health 'and
bersblp In the United Mine Workers of materials and labor was given as
reason.
tne
mining
for
1917
district
was 12,390 Germans Cheer at U. 8. Flag Raising, strength of our people Is vitally necof America, unless they Immediately
The Wyoming board of eaualliailon ounces gold and 723,581 ounces silver.
drop their interest in the I. W. W.,
Santa Fe. An Impressive demons essary at this time, and there should
was provided In a resolution adopted bas doubled the former assessment on or at present prices $903,000.
be no dangerous restriction of the
of patriotism by German-Ame- r
tration
food supply; but the elimination of
by delegates to the miners' conven sneep, raised cattle $5 per head and
Improvements of highways through icans was given at
German
the
settle every sort of waste and
norses 125 per bead.
tion at Indianapolis.
out the state which may be used for
the substiOptimo,
county,
ment
Mora
at
when tution of other commodities of which
Damage of from "40 to 50 ner pent
tbe transportation of freight and pro
WASHINGTON
in ine winter oats crop with "much duce which otherwise must be carried hundreds of persons practically the we have more abundant suDolies for
Greater saving of food was asked of damage" to
whole population of the community
those
we need to save, will In
the American people by President throughout the truck garden crnna by tbe railroads Is being urged by the attended a flag raising, at which Gov no waywhich
impair the
South as a result of New Mexico Council of Defense.
of our
Wilson in a proclamation announcing
ernor Lindsey and State School Super people and will enablestrength
tne recent three successive cold
us to meet one
In the first fourteen working days intendent Wagner made addresses. of the most
the Food Administration's 1918 con waves was reported by
Agrlcul-turpressing
obligations
e
the
of the
of January the office of Secretary of The executive was cheered when he
servation program.
Department.
state Lucero mailed to 9,301 owners spoke of tbe war as a conflict be- war.
The central empires are angling for
Thirty more negro soldiers will face of
I,
therefore,
In
the national inter
automobiles and motorcycles the tween autocracy and democracy.
runner discussion with the United court-martia- l,
On est,
the
of new testi new licenses and tags. This Is an his return here
the liberty of calling unon
States and the allies, but are not yet mony brought out result
the governor praised everytake
loyal
in the investigation
American
to take fully to
average
of
nearly
700 per day.
highly the enthusiastic Americanism
ready to go far enough to bring peace of the Houston riot of Aug.
23, when
people of Optimo. He also at- heart the suggestions which are being
now. That conclusion was drawn by iou negro
Reports
ot
the
Camp
from
at
Funston
soldiers of the Twentv.
L 11 W
circulated by the Food Administrainternational experts from the Hart- fourth United States Infantry shot up Fort Riley, Kan., where many of the tended a big Red Cross fair at Wagon tion and of begging
that they be folling and Cxernln replies to President the city of Houston,
New Mexico soldier boys have been Mound, Mora county, to which farmIt was announced
lowed.
1 1
sent, show the lowest number of re- ers came from a distance of thirty
Wilson's and Lloyd George's war alms In San Antonio, Tex.
I am confident that the great bodv
jections
speeches.
miles.
for
physical
defects on final
of our women who have labored so
The town of Mackay.
OllAena.
examinations. The percentage Is .72.
acuvrnes oenind the scenes In land, has been overwhelmed in bv
loyally in cooperation with the Food
a ev.
Washington during agitation In 1916 clone which produced
Major Webb, assistant adjutant gen
Big Ranch for Dairy Herd.
Administration for tbe success of food
a tidal wave eral of New Mexico,
ior an investigation Into the livestock and flood conditions. Heavy
Vegas.
wired
big
from
East
DenLas
The
ranch at conservation will strengthen their efloss of
and packing industry were revealed life is feared.
apello owned by Henry Goke has forts and will take it as a part of
Fourteen bodies have ver that he was successful In passing
In correspondence taken from the conalready been recovered. There is a the examination for a commission in been sold to George Baker of Crosby-ton- , their burden in this period of national
fidential files of Swift & Co. f Chi- call for assistance. Property damage the aviation section of the signal
Tex. Mr. Baker expects to de- service to see that the above suggescago, showing the efforts of the big was heavy,
and has been recom velop tbe place as a dairy farm and tions are observed throughout the
especially to the stocks of corps,
packing firms to defeat any inquiry sugar, of which more
for a captaincy In the regular
mended
e has a herd of forty-tw- o
Holstein land.
WOODROW Wll.snNT
than $3,000,000 army.
Into their business.
cows ready to put In now.
The White House, January, 1918.
wortn was stored In the town.
Wild
animals
America's foreign trade surpassed
and rodents annually
Sending Smiles" to the soldiers In
Record of Fires Blamed to Enemies.
all records in 1917, amounting to
the various training camps of the destroy thousands of dollars worth of
New Mexico Senator Can't Enlist.
Seven quartermaster's storehouses
range
cattle
and
cattle, and the Cattle
country through the purchase of
Clayton.
State
Grover
C.
Senator
and municipal docks burned at New
The estate of the late Senator New-land- s Smlleage Books Is to
Association should cooperate with tbe
be the occupaINSTEAD
Clayton
Smith
of
COFFEE
was
rejected
Conflagration
as
a
ark.
followed spy
of Nevada, according to petition tion of citizens during
federal and state governments to exthe week of terminate these pesta,
recruit for the army at El Paso, Tex., rumors. Damage, $1,000,000. West-lnghoufor probate of his will, is valued at January 28. During
Gover
former
this week every
after be had made application for enElectric plant, Buffalo,
8528.500.
community in the United States will nor W. C. McDonald told the execu- listment as a private in the Infantry. burned.
Damage,
$200,000.
Col. Hugh S. Johnson, national be engaged in
Celia
tive committee of the New Mexico Catthis
campaign,
which
mills and H. W. Smith Dry Dock Com
army, waa designated deputy provost has for its chief purpose
tle and Horse Growers' Association
the'provid-In- g
pany
plant,
near Baltimore, destroyed.
during its quarterly session at Tucum Fined for Not Sending Kids to School.
marshal general for such duties as the
of clean, wholesome entertainDamage nearly $1,000,000.
nerves
carl.
provost marshal general may assign. ment for our boys
East Las Vegas. A fine of $5 and
training
in
the
British
discovered on' fire at
liner
it
Tha Rumanian army, tn
The officials of the United Mine 2osts was given to Sam Scott and
one.
camps during their leisure hours.
Atlantic port.
Storage
with the Cossacks and other elements
warehouse
ine baseball season of 1918 for h Workers of America have officially David Bustos by Police Judge C. H. burned in Paterson, N. J., with
"There's
loss
of
in southern Russia,
Reason
will prove a National and American leagues
called off the strike In the Gallup Stewart for failure to send their chilwill
$lo0,000. Fire in San Francisco tanstrong factor In the war.
fields.
open on April 15.
dren to schooL
nery does $75,000 damage.
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is man

whose sensitive
nerves often yield
to coffee's harmful
stimulation, appre

date the change
resulting from a
ten days' trial of
INSTANT

POSTUrt
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Such

a delicious

drink makes the
change easy and
better
make
a permanent
a
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ssrfe Spies 6eaier
At .(heir Own. Game

AMERICANS EAT

Remarkable Organization Built Up by
Uncle Sam Since World War Began

VICTORY BREAD
REGULATIONS
HOOVER ISSUES
FOR EXTRA WHEATLESS DAY
AND MEATLESS MEALS.

NO PORK ON SATURDAYS
BUYER OF WHEAT FLOUR MUST
EQUAL
ALSO
PURCHASE
AMOUNT OF SUBSTITUTE.
Wentern Newspaper Union Newi Service.
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ment of consumption will be accomeffort,
plished largely by voluntary
but force will be employed wherever
permitted under the food control act.
The rationing system, as presented by
the President in a proclamation and
by Food Administrator Hoover in a
list of regulations, forms the food administration's 1918 food conservation
program, of which the chief features

IIItEE years ago It began to dawn
upon American offlclnls that the
great German
conspiracy
con

cerning, which the few revelations
so fnr mode have electrified the
I
nation was under way. To meet
ll:
tlley 111,11 only tlle nKencles
which were barely adequate for
pence; there was hardly a man
who had ever matched wits with
experts.
the foreign government
The story of how this menace was met can as
yet be told only in part. But not the least Interesting part concerns the men who have
done the work.
Chief of the weapons which were at hand was
the secret service of the department of justice.
Its agents were an unobtrusively efficient lot, but
woefully small In numbers and, for the most
part. Inexperienced
In
International
affairs.
"White slaves" and predatory business hnd been
their chief game. The even smaller force of
the treasury secret service was almost fully occupied with Its routine duties of guarding the
currency and the president's life. It, too, has
rendered amazing service against the spies, but
upon the department of justice agents fell the
chief burden.
They were called upon to match the craft,
the experience and the ruthlessness of the keenest of German spies, who were backed by a
renowned secret service organization and unlimited funds.
Their chief, the man who had developed the
government detective force, who had laid the
foundation for an extensive, loosely geared, even
running mechanism, and who promptly assembled It when the need came, is Alexander Bruce
Bielnski ("Home Run" Blelaskl they called him
in his high school days). He entered the department a dozen years ago, when the development
of a. bureau of investigation to handle secret
y. ork for which no other provision had been made
was started.
This bureau was commissioned to wrestle with
violations of neutrality, with those of the national banking laws, with antitrust cases, bucket
shop cases, "white slave" cases; It was to prosecute those who Impersonate an officer of the
government, to pursue those who flee the country and seek to evade the long arm of the federal
law.
There were already several detective agencies
in Hie government, each created for a specific purFor inpose and limited by law in Its operations.
stance, there was the secret service in the treasto
agents
customs
were
ury department. There
prevent smuggling, land agents to protect the
public domain, post office inspectors to make
difficult the misuse of the mutis. But the special
agents of the department of justice had a field
many times as broad as that occupied by any other
detective agency. One phase of its work alone
that of circumventing violations of neutrality
became a herculean tusk when the war broke.
The department of Justice refused to follow
precedent In Us crentlon of a detective agency. It
built a staff of operatives that was a new thing in
the field of detective work. In doing so it made
brains its first requisite of selection of men and
held that education was a developer' of brains.
The youngsters of this service have succeeded
where veteran police have failed. Every case an
problem,
operative undertakes is an entirely new means
an
in which his post experience Is by no
Initiative.
infallible guide. It needs brains andinvestigation,
A young agent of the bureau of
formerly a salesman for a wholesale grocer, went
into the Alleghenies on his first case and cleaned
up a nest of moonshiners that had defied local
years.
authorities and United States marshals for on the
Another of these men worked as a laborer methdocks of New Orleans ond found out the gradso
ods employed by the sugar samplers In governing imported cargoes that the loss to the every
ment was hundreds of thousands in duties
year.
Still another "roped in" with Mexican
revolutionists in El Paso.
special
The importance of the work of these of the
agents may be measured by an account port
of
of the
circumstances back of the seizure part
played in
Vera Cruz in April, 1014, and the
men.
It
thut event by one of those ingenious
a huge
was some months before that event that
bearded Russian attracted
y
hole by
house detective in a New York
by President
of a draft for $3,000,000 signed
The house detective teleHuerta of Mexico.
opera-lion- s
phoned the special agents, who watched the
of the Russian.
n
mmunl-.iand
That individual bought firearms
It
to load a ship.
in sufficient quantitiesgovernment
to see to
was the business of the
to Mexico, as there
t that he did not send this
country The
was an embargo on firearms to that
a, and the
ship, however, cleared for Odessa. Buss
agents traced It to that point and witto
government
nessed the refusal of the Russian
because of
the ammunition to be landed,
fear that it was to be used by the Mediterrarhey saw the ship again traverseHamburg.
The
nean ond onload Its cargo at
Russian
special agents noted, however, that thewas more
had disappeared, and suspected that he Mexican
loyal to his own pocket than to the
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Washington.
The American people
started on a war bread diet Monday as
a part of a war rationing system prescribed by President Wilson and the
Food Administration. "Victory bread,"
the Food Administration calls it. The
reduced rations are asked for the purpose of creating a larger export surplus of food for the allies. Curtail-
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8ThenTmmunitlon was reshlpped from Hamburg
As It approached the latter port
to Vera Crus.
Influence of the Inthe United States, under the
agenta, entered
formation furnished by its special might not get
,nd seized the port that Huerta
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are:

bread of mixed flour, with
5 per cent substitution of other ce- realB for wheat until a 20 per cent
substitution is reached Feb. 24.
Sale by retailers to householders of
an equal amount of substitute flours
A baker's

1
The
this ammunition.
occupation of Vera Cruz
devfollowed.
It later
eloped that most of the
ammunition bought by the
Russiun was Junk, and
that Mexico had been
cheated by him, and that
he had returned, probably
enriched to the extent of
$1,000,000, to the land of
his fathers.
Such was the work of
the special agents before
the war. Blelaskl, in Washington, sat at the
center of the web which covered the nation. In
other important cities, such as New York, Chicago, New Orleans, there were lesser web centers.
In the federal building In each important
city was an office of special agents with a group
of operatives which revolved about It.
In the
smaller centers were singlo representatives
who could call for
whenever an
emergency developed.
Then there were the free
lances of the service, those who could be shuttled to whatever point required the attention of
especially skilled men.
Blelaskl is the silent man with every mesh of
the web In his sensitive fingers. His career is
one that might well be an Inspiration to any ambitious youngster.
He entered the department
of justice 12 years ago as a laborer and for a
compensation of $060 a year.
Soon he was a
clerk of special agents, then an examiner, a speattorney gento
un
examiner,
the
assistant
cial
eral, acting chief and chief of special agents.
These
This lutter post he has held since 1012.
have been the years during which the newest and
greatest of the government's detective agencies
has been taking definite form. Blelaskl has been
molding it.
Then the great war came, and the United States
faced with the nefound Itself a
cessity of maintaining neutrality within its borders. Finally this country was Itself in war and
must combat the much vaunted secret service
of the Germans, and must watch those millions
of people living within Its borders that had been
born in enemy countries and whose allegiance
was sufficiently in doubt to make their surveillance necessary.
During the period of neutrality scores of unpleasant situations arose because of the Insistence of Germany upon abusing the hospitality of
Almost the first of these
the United States.
resulted from a plan laid by Capt. Franz von Popen, military attache to the German embassy, for
obtaining false passports for the use of "German
reservists. First through Lieut. Hans von Wedcll
ond later through one Ruroede he operated an
office in New York which sought to get vagabonds
around the wharfs and cheap boarding houses
and to induce these men to apply to Washington
for passports, which he purchased and used in
returning reservists to Europe. The plan had not
been working long when a specinl agent from the
New York office was on the trail. He succeeded
In representing himself as the proper sort of man
to secure fraudulent passports, and was soon
Ruroede
deep in the confidence of the Germans.
was sent to prison; von Wedell fled, but wns intercepted by the British and imprisoned, and the
whole scheme was broken up. Van Papen was
recalled at the request of the state department
because of "Improper activities," of which this
was but one.
The watchfulness of the special agents was evidenced by the fact that they knew the exact hour
when, on April 19, 1916, Wolf von Igel had taken
70 pounds of secret papers out of various hiding
places and assembled them for transfer to WashVon Igel operated from an office at 60
ington.
Wall street. Though he was an employee of the
German embassy, there was a question as to
whether his papers were immune from seizure,
as they would be In the embassy. So he was
making ready to transfer them to unquestioned
safety. He claimed that his papers were exempt
The German ambasfrom the right of seizure.
sador backed his claim. The special agents admitted that if they were official papers of the
They took
embassy they should be returned.
them to Washington, where, at the state department, they met the German ambassador. Through
long hours of night that official dug through
They placed hlra In a most emthose papers.
barrassing position. If he claimed them as state
papers he admitted an offlclul part in their reveIf he foiled to claim them tie left this
lations.
incriinlnntlng evidence in the hands of the AmerHe decided that the latter
ican authorities.
Practically
course was the less embarrassing.
all the papers were left with the special agents.
scheming
and
of
degree
These papers revealed a
intrigue against a neutral country that la almost
beyond conception.

When Cnpt. von Papen laid his plnns In the
German club, in New York, for the Invasion of
Canada by Germans In the United Stutes, the special agents knew of his pluns. The fiasco of the
Welland canal, the unavailing activities of Paul
Koenlg, chief detective of the Hamburg-America- n
line; the machinations of Cnpt. Karl Boy- Ed all came to naught and were well known Dy
the American authorities.
Finally came the master spy of them all, Capt,
Franz von Dintelen, Intimate of the kaiser, a man
of highest social rank and vast wealth, with
plans to overturn all In America that worked
against the Interests of Germany. He poured out
money like water and met enthusiastic
It seemed almost as if every
tlon on all sides.
man In America wns willing to help to the ex
tent of accepting large amounts of money from
von Rintelen. In fact, Americans took his money
right and left, and rendered no service In re
turn. Great quantities of German money were
spent, but little progress was mode toward attain
lug the results for which Germany strove.
When these activities are surveyed as a whole,
the effort of German Intrigue in America is seen
In the face
to have been astonishingly fertile.
of such a lack of results it Is difficult to believe
in the excellence and cleverness of Prussian espionage.
This newly organized agency of the
United States, Intended for application to the
tasks of peace, crossed swords with what
termed the greatest Rpy system in the world, and
thus fur it has not been bested.
Then, suddenly the United States itself wns
thrust Into the war. With tens of thousands of
German reservists, hundreds of thousands of Ger-macitizens, millions of people of German blood,
this country would appenr to have been in a poCertainly
sition of great danger from within.
No other
there was need of sharp watchfulness.
belligerent nation wns confronted by nn Internal
alien-enem- y
problem of such magnitude.
The government in this emergency offered Bl
claskl the assistance of representatives of its
There were, for
other departments elsewhere.
Instance, certain representatives of the depart
ment of agriculture, scattered from coast to coast,
who knew their communities well. Vhese were
Instructed to watch for individuals who gave evi
dence of disloyalty to the United States and report back to the department of Justice, when
there was time, or to the nearest United States
attorney when quick action wns required.
The
post office sent instructions to 45,000 postmasters,

for every pound of wheat flour purchased at the time the wheat flour is
bought.
Sale by millers to wholesalers and
wholesalers to retailers of only 70 per
cent of the amount of wheat flour sold
last year.
Two wheatless days a week Mon
and one wheat-les- s
day and Wednesday
meal a day.
One meatless day a week Tuesday
and one meatless meal a day.
Two porkless days a week TueBday
and Saturday.
spa
of macaroni,
Manufacturers
ghetti, noodles, crackers and breakfast
oe
pastry
will
foods, pie, cake and
permitted to buy only 70 per cent of
their last year'B purchases, and are
asked to perform a patriotic service
by using substitute flours.
Flour will be sold through the reg
ular channels and in such a manner
that each community will receive Its
equivalent share.
The Food Administration will pur
chase for the army and for the allies,
as announced recently, 30 per cent of
the flour output, and out of this store
will fill emergency requirements If
stocks run low in any part of the
country.
Wheat millers are required to pro
duce one barrel of flour of 196 pounds
from 264 pounds of wheat, which represents a 74 per cent flour. No patent
of special flours may be manufac
tured, although whole wheat flour may
be made as usual.
Hotels and restaurants will be
classed as bakeries and will be required to serve the new Victory bread.
State food administrators will oe
permitted to designate the wheatleSs
meal In each state. Where this Is not
re
done the Food Administration
quests that the evening meal must be
observed as wheatless.
Another Earthquake In Guatemala.
Washington
Further severe earth
quake shocks in Guatemala City, Cape
of Guatemala, were reported Jin. 26
to the State Department by the American embassy there.
WESTERN

STOCK SHOW ENDS,

Event in 1918 Best in Its Twelve
Years' History.
Denver. The twelfth annual meetWestern Stock
ing of the National
Show which terminated at the Stockyards stadium Saturday evening, with
exhibitors' night, was the most successful and brilliant ever seen In Denver. This year 97,810 paid admissions
were taken in at the Stock Show, an
Increase in paid attendance over the
1917 show of 17,292 paid admissions,
the attendance last year being in paid
The catadmissions, 80,618 persons.
tle, horses, swine and sheep shown
to the fowls,
this year, In additio
In point of
have been pronounced
breeding, the best ever seen in Denver. For class, the horse show has
never been surpassed. More high
class ring events were shown this
year than ever before, and not only
lovers of horse flesh, but Denver society, responded with their patronage
In a manner most gratifying to the
management.

letter carriers and 43,000 rural delivery
man. Each of these was instructed to keep his
enr to the ground for any showing of disloyalty
The land of
from within and report promptly.
fice, the Indian office, the public health service,
the reclamation service all those governmental
agencies that spread out among the people were
officially instructed to help protect the nation from
83,000

any possible foe from within.
Those other detective agencies of the government such as the secret service, the post office In
spectors, the customs agents, were called upon
for skilled assistance. On the Instant, almost, and
entirely astde from these government agencies,
there was built up in silence a secret service of
volunteers which is today effectively at work. Its
tentncles steal out through newspaper offices,
banks, hotels, over railroad systems, Into municipal governments, through the radiations of trav
It Is a loose organization, but It
eling salesmen.
works under Instructions and knows what to do
when It finds a plague spot.
And this vast machine has heen placed in the
TO CUT OFF U. S. IN FRANCE.
hands of a young man, who, 12 years ago, fresh
from high school, entered the government service
as a laborer at $660 a year. "Home Run" Blel Baker Reporta Germans Preparing
askl, son of a minister, grandson of Capt. Alex
Great Submarina Offensive.
ander Blelaskl, who died In battle at Bull Run,
Washington. Jan. 28. Warning that
descendant of a Polish patriot who fought that
America might become a nation, is making opera the Germans are preparing for a great
tion difficult for the spies of the enemy.
submarine offensive against the Amer-in.- t.
with
nf communication
iinn
SHELLS.
CAST
IRON
USING
In connection with the lmpend- They are making shells of cast iron in France, .
west
Teutonic drive against the
making them at the rate of 1.000,000 a day. The
given Dy Secretary Baker In
Scientific American quotes Edgar A. Custer as hl. veeklT military review, made
these are more effective than steel shell!
War Department.
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attacking earthworks.
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Back Given Out?

Housework is too hard for a woman
who is half sick, nervous and always
tired. But it keeps piling up, and gives
weak kidneys no time to recover.
If
your back is lame and achy and your
kidneys irregular; if you have ' blue
nervousness,
apella," sick headaches,
dizziness and rheumatic pains, use
Doan's Kidney Pills. They have done
wonders for thousands of worn out
women.
'
Colorado
Mrs. Dasle Brum- - .
5WT
lev. 114 Twelfth Ht .
Greeley, Colo., says:

Que

A

r'

"I had a steady
ache In my back and
frequent attacks ot
dizziness
made me
feel weak and misMy kidneys
erable.
aoted Irregularly. My
feet swelled and
ached so that I
could hardly stand
on them. For three
months I hardly
slept at till and I
was so nervous I
couldn't He still. I
used three boxen of
Doan's Kidney Pills and the trouble
is now entirety gone ana 1 am in good
neaitn."
Gat Doan's at Any Store, 60c Bos
FOSTER.MILBURN CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.

Small Pin
Small Dose
Small Price

S
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CONSTIPATION
have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache, Indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
Genuine bears signature

PALE FACES
Generally Indicate a lack
of iron In the Blood

Carter'sIronPills
Will help
into condition

Soldiers Soothe

Skin Troubles
with Cuticura
Soap 25c OiitBKtit 25c

i

50c

Thought Cakes Fainted.
Virginia loved to help her mother.
One day her mother was making a
special effort to bake a prize cake for
the church fair and Virginia was all
The cake rose beautifully
Interest.
and appeared to be thoroughly done,
from the stove It
removed
when
but
fell flat and had a sad streak through
the center. Another cake was Immediately mixed in haste and little Virginia's eyes grew large as she listened
to her mother lamenting over the first
sad cake that hnd fallen. The second
baking proved the samo as the first,
but the third attempt resulted in a
Virginia, however,
veritable triumph.
could not jally from the morning's
tragedy, and when her aunt came over
she exclaimed in great excitement:
"Oh, auntie, mother made three cakes
and two of 'em fainted."

"Cold In the Head"

Is an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh. Persons who are subject to frequent "colds
In the head" will find that the use of
will
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Blood
build ui the Bvstem, cleanse the
and render them less liable to colds.
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may
lead to Chronic Catarrh.
lstak-e- n
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
All DruKKlsts 76c. Testimonials free.
H AL1?8 CATARRH MEDICINE
F. J, cneney oe uo.,

will not

Wisconsin's Fine Potato Crap.
36,400,000
furnished
Wisconsin
bushels of the entire potato crop of
the United States, which amounted to
440,000,000
This Is
bushels In all.
about 8 per cent.
Two Views.
"Alan," chirped the optimist, "Is the
laughs."
animal that
"And," growled the pessimist, "he
has little enough to laugh about at

that."
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They regulate liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
Well, Why Not?
"Pa, why do we pray for dally
bread?"

"Why"

"Why don't we pray for potatoes I"

Patriotic Environment.
Jonah entered the whale.

"Every day is both meatless,
and ltghtless," he pointed out.
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An Easy End.
HI Perkins As fer me, I want to die
rich. I never yet heard of a rich feller being hung or electrocuted.
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